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Abstract
Due to the diversity of alternative contents to choose and the change of users’ preferences,
real-time prediction of users’ preferences in certain users’ circumstances becomes increasin-
gly hard for recommender systems.
However, most existing context-aware approaches use only current time and location separa-
tely, and ignore other contextual information on which users’ preferences may undoubtedly
depend (e.g. weather, occasion). Furthermore, they fail to jointly consider these contextual
information with social interactions between users. On the other hand, solving classic re-
commender problems (e.g. no seen items by a new user known as cold start problem, and
no enough co-rated items with other users with similar preference as sparsity problem) is
of significance importance since it is drawn by several works.
In our thesis work, we propose a context-based approach that leverages jointly current
contextual information and social influence in order to improve items recommendation.
In particular, we propose a probabilistic model that aims to predict the relevance of items
in respect with the user’s current context. We considered several current context elements
such as time, location, occasion, week day, location and weather. In order to avoid strong
probabilities which leads to sparsity problem, we used Laplace smoothing technique.
On the other hand, we argue that information from social relationships has potential in-
fluence on users’ preferences. Thus, we assume that social influence depends not only on
friends’ ratings but also on social similarity between users. We proposed a social-based
model that estimates the relevance of an item in respect with the social influence around
the user on the relevance of this item. The user-friend social similarity information may
be established based on social interactions between users and their friends (e.g. recommen-
dations, tags, comments). Therefore, we argue that social similarity could be integrated
using a similarity measure. Social influence is then jointly integrated based on user-friend
similarity measure in order to estimate users’ preferences.
We conducted a comprehensive effectiveness evaluation on real dataset crawled from Pin-
hole social TV platform. This dataset includes viewer-video accessing history and viewers’
friendship networks. In addition, we collected contextual information for each viewer-video
accessing history captured by the plat form system. The platform system captures and
records the last contextual information to which the viewer is faced while watching such a
video.
In our evaluation, we adopt Time-aware Collaborative Filtering, Time-Dependent Profile
and Social Network-aware Matrix Factorization as baseline models. The evaluation focused
on two recommendation tasks. The first one is the video list recommendation task and the
second one is video rating prediction task.
We evaluated the impact of each viewing context element in prediction performance. We
tested the ability of our model to solve data sparsity and viewer cold start recommendation
vi
problems. The experimental results highlighted the effectiveness of our model compared to
the considered baselines. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms
time-aware and social network-based approaches. In the sparsity and cold start tests, our
approach returns consistently accurate predictions at different values of data sparsity.
Re´sume´
La diversite´ des contenus a` recommandation et la variation des contextes des utilisateurs
rendent la pre´diction en temps re´el des pre´fe´rences des utilisateurs de plus en plus difficile
a` mettre en place.
Toutefois, la plupart des approches existantes n’utilisent que le temps et l’emplacement
actuels se´pare´ment et ignorent d’autres informations contextuelles sur lesquelles de´pendent
incontestablement les pre´fe´rences des utilisateurs (par exemple, la me´te´o, l’occasion). En
outre, ils ne parviennent pas a` conside´rer conjointement ces informations contextuelles avec
les interactions sociales entre les utilisateurs. D’autre part, la re´solution de proble`mes clas-
siques de recommandation (par exemple, aucun programme de te´le´vision vu par un nouvel
utilisateur connu sous le nom du proble`me de de´marrage a` froid et pas assez ditems co-
e´value´s par d’autres utilisateurs ayant des pre´fe´rences similaires, connu sous le nom du
proble`me de manque de donne´es) est d’importance significative puisqu’ils sont attaque´s
par plusieurs travaux.
Dans notre travail de the`se, nous proposons un mode`le probabiliste qui permet exploiter
conjointement les informations contextuelles actuelles et l’influence sociale afin d’ame´liorer
la recommandation des items.
En particulier, le mode`le probabiliste vise a` pre´dire la pertinence de contenu pour un utili-
sateur en fonction de son contexte actuel et de son influence sociale. Nous avons conside´re´
plusieurs e´le´ments du contexte actuel des utilisateurs tels que l’occasion, le jour de la se-
maine, la localisation et la me´te´o. Nous avons utilise´ la technique de lissage Laplace afin
d’e´viter les fortes probabilite´s.
D’autre part, nous supposons que l’information provenant des relations sociales a une in-
fluence potentielle sur les pre´fe´rences des utilisateurs. Nous supposons ainsi que l’influence
sociale de´pend non seulement des e´valuations des amis mais aussi de la similarite´ sociale
entre les utilisateurs. Les similarite´s sociales utilisateur-ami peuvent tre e´tablies en fonction
des interactions sociales entre les utilisateurs et leurs amis (par exemple les recommanda-
tions, les tags, les commentaires). Nous proposons alors de prendre en compte l’influence
sociale en fonction de la mesure de similarite´ utilisateur-ami afin d’estimer les pre´fe´rences
des utilisateurs.
Nous avons mene´ une se´rie dexpe´rimentations en utilisant un ensemble de donne´es re´elles is-
sues de la plateforme de TV sociale Pinhole. Cet ensemble de donne´es inclut les historiques
d’acce`s des utilisateurs-vide´os et les re´seaux sociaux des te´le´spectateurs. En outre, nous
collectons des informations contextuelles pour chaque historique d’acce`s utilisateur-vide´o
saisi par le syste`me de formulaire plat. Le syste`me de la plateforme capture et enregistre
les dernie`res informations contextuelles auxquelles le spectateur est confronte´ en regardant
une telle vide´o.
Dans notre e´valuation, nous adoptons le filtrage collaboratif axe´ sur le temps, le profil
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de´pendant du temps et la factorisation de la matrice axe´e sur le re´seau social comme
e´tant des mode`les de re´fe´rence. L’e´valuation a porte´ sur deux tches de recommandation. La
premie`re consiste a` se´lectionner une liste trie´e de vide´os. La seconde est la tche de pre´diction
de la cote vide´o.
Nous avons e´value´ l’impact de chaque e´le´ment du contexte de visualisation dans la per-
formance de pre´diction. Nous testons ainsi la capacite´ de notre mode`le a` re´soudre le
proble`me de manque de donne´es et le proble`me de recommandation de de´marrage a` froid
du te´le´spectateur. Les re´sultats expe´rimentaux de´montrent que notre mode`le surpasse les
approches de le´tat de lart fonde´es sur le facteur temps et sur les re´seaux sociaux. Dans les
tests des proble`mes de manque de donne´es et de de´marrage a` froid, notre mode`le renvoie
des pre´dictions cohe´rentes a` pour diffe´rentes valeurs de manque de donne´es.
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Chapitre 1
Introduction
The explosive growth of the World Wide Web in the 1990s, and the rise of the amount
of information available online outgrow the capacity of individual users to process all this
information. This induces a keen interest in research fields and technology that could help
manage this information overload. The most distinctive fields (Belkin & Croft 1992) are
Information Retrieval and Information Filtering.
Information Retrieval (IR) (Manning et al. 2008) is a research field originated in the 1950s
and is concerned with automatically fitting a user’s information need against a collection of
documents. IR is based on indexing data in order to respond to user queries. More specifi-
cally, the textual information retrieval stands on asking a collection of documents through
queries or a set of keyword issued by a user. For instance, Google 1 is a well known Web
search engine where the user formulates his needs through a query by submitting a set of
keywords. These keywords are then compared to all the indexes of the documents existing
in the search engine database. The 1990s realized a change from small document collections
to the larger collections of pragmatic size needed to cope with the ever-growing amount of
information on the Web.
From this main stream of researches and developments, a new research purpose started to
be considered by the early 2000’s : is it possible to predict how relevant a result returned
by an IR system, before presenting it to the user, or even, before running the IR system at
all ? This question has given rise to a fruitful strand of researches on performance prediction
which finds additional motivation to a third type of technology.
Recommender Systems (RS) (Ricci et al. 2011), which have their derivation in the field of
IR, and that were first studied as an independent research area in the 1990s, are the third
type of technology designed to overcome information overload. RS are software tools and
techniques providing suggestions and recommendations for items to be of use to a user.
1. https ://www.google.com/
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These recommendations can help users make better decisions on choosing products or ser-
vices, such as which movie to watch, which travel insurance to buy, or in which restaurant
to have dinner.
The goal of a recommender system is to identify a set of items that are likely to fit the
interest of a user based on a variety of information sources related to both the user and
the items. RS actively predict which items the user might be interested in, and add them
to information related to the user, whereas Information Filtering aims to removing items
from the information stream (Hanani et al. 2001).
Over the past two decades many different recommendation algorithms have been propo-
sed for many different domains. There are also many RS for commercial Web sites such
as Amazon 2, and movie recommendation such as Netflix 3 and Movielens 4. The value of
recommendations is highlighted through their success in various areas. For instance, in 2/3
of recommended movies by Netflix are watched and, 38% more click-through are generated
by Google News recommendations 5.
Traditional recommender systems, collaborative filtering (Sarwar et al. 2001, Konstan et al.
1997) and content-based (Pazzani & Billsus 2007) approaches, are considered to be the most
popular and widely implemented techniques for predicting users’ preferences. For a given
user, collaborative methods recommend the items that users with similar preferences based
on implicit data (e.g. ratings). However, content-based methods recommend the items that
are similar to the ones the user preferred in the past. For example, if a user has positively
rated a movie that belongs to the romance genre, the system may recommend other movies
from this genre.
Later on, thanks to the popularity of social networks (e.g. Facebook 6, LinkedIn 7 and MyS-
pace 8), traditional RS take advantage of social information (e.g. user friendships) in order
to improve recommendation effectiveness. Recommendation approaches that exploit social
information, such as contacts and interactions between users are recognized as Social Fil-
tering (SF) approaches Groh & Daubmeier (2010).
2. https ://www.amazon.com/
3. https ://www.netflix.com/
4. https ://movielens.org/
5. https ://news.google.com/
6. https ://www.facebook.com/
7. https ://www.linkedin.com/
8. https ://myspace.com/
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In SF techniques, aspects and components of traditional recommenders are explicitly desi-
gned using social entities (e.g. friends). In the literature, several works (Roth et al. 2010,
Mislove et al. 2007, Kumar et al. 2006) showed that social network analysis is an essen-
tial tool to obtain information of interest that allow supporting recommenders to its users.
Using SF techniques has been performed in recommending tags to people (e.g. Feng &Wang
(2012)), predicting social interaction (e.g. Steurer & Trattner (2013)) and recommending
points-of-interest to people (e.g. Macedo et al. (2015)).
There are mainly three concepts that became central to the popularity of SF techniques :
Social influence (e.g. Jamali & Ester (2009)), Trust-based (e.g. Ma et al. (2011)), and
Group recommendation or groups of users around an interest (e.g. Birnkammerer & Wolf-
gang Woerndl (2009)).
There are certain limitations that are inherent to the recommendation problem and largely
dependent on the source of information being used (e.g. Cold start problem where a new
user has not provide enough ratings, and Grey sheep where it is more hard for the system
to find good neighbors, and to recommend interesting items since there are many users
with rare and unique tastes) (Cantador et al. 2008, Pazzani & Billsus 2007).
The performance evaluation of RS has been the purpose of active research in the field. The
evaluation of RS must take into account the goal of the system itself (Herlocker et al. 2004).
As different applications have different requirements, the system designer must decide on
the imperative properties to measure for the concrete application at hand.
Since the appearance of the first recommender systems, recommendation performance has
been usually equated to the accuracy of rating prediction, where estimated ratings are
compared against real ratings, and differences between them are computed by means of
the mean absolute error and root mean squared error metrics (Chai & Draxler 2014). In
terms of the effective utility of recommendations for users, the precision or the quality of a
recommended items ranking can be more important than the accuracy in predicting specific
rating values (Herlocker et al. 2004).
1.1 Problem Description
The vast majority of traditional RS fail to adapt users’ preferences to the changing of their
situations or contexts (e.g. time and location). Considering these contextual information
plays a significant role in improving recommendation, whence the notion of Context-Aware
Recommender Systems (CARS).
CARS (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2008) is a growing research area, which deal with modeling
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and predicting user tastes and preferences by incorporating available contextual informa-
tion into the recommendation process. In this way, ≪ Context ≫ is a multifaceted concept
that has been studied across different research disciplines, such as computer science, cog-
nitive science, linguistics, philosophy and psychology (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005).
In our work, we adopt the context definition introduced by Dey et al. (2001) : ≪ Context
is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application ≫. The context is commonly associated with the application domain of
the recommendation and each context type has a well-defined structure. For instance, if
the integrated context in such a movie recommender system is the time, then the predicted
rating assigned to a movie by a user depends on when the movie has been seen.
Under these considerations, the concept of context-awareness in RS has been studied for
several years (Ricci et al. 2015, Macedo et al. 2015, Turrin et al. 2014, Hariri et al. 2014).
Most of these approaches have been conceptual, where certain methods have been develo-
ped and tested on some and often limited data.
They approaches did not exploit all the current contexts to predict users’ preferences. They
consider only two- dimensional representation – in every case only the current time and
location are considered.
However, there are several contextual information on which users’ preferences undoubtedly
depend (e.g. the actual weather and occasion). This is significantly important for RS in
which the relevance of the items is sensitive to several contexts, and in which content-based
recommendation is not accurately predicted since the content of the same item is changing
daily. For example, though being interested with the whole program, a viewer might not
prefer the actual content.
On the other hand, RS’ users are no longer passive consumers. Thanks to Social Networks
that were implemented in last few years (e.g. Facebook, Twitter 9), users can now rate
items, comment and suggest them to friends through social networks. However, due to
circumstances change and the interactions that a user may experience, the user preferences
depend not only on her contexts but also on the social influence around her. For instance,
a user might prefer to watch world news (e.g. CNN 10 or BBC 11) in the morning with
colleagues, and movies recommended by friends on weekends.
9. https ://twitter.com/
10. www.cnn.com/
11. www.bbc.com/news
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Unfortunately, most of the existing social filtering approaches (Aleksandrova et al. 2014,
Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010, Porteous et al. 2010) incorporate social influence in heuristic
way. They used commonly matrix factorization techniques, which fail to consider the struc-
ture in the data such as the nature of the interactions between users and the response of
the user towards these interactions. They fail also to jointly integrate social influence and
contextual information in one matrix factorization model (Porteous et al. 2010, Lazar &
Doncescu 2009).
Another key issue is that if the recommender system is based on explicit data, each user
has to rate a sufficient number of items before the system can learn the user’s preferences.
However, in reality, most users are reluctant to provide ratings and typically rate only a
small proportion of the available items. Therefore, the dataset is sparse.
In the field of traditional RS, most of the proposed approaches (Turrin et al. 2014, Pyo
et al. 2013, Chang et al. 2013) solved this problem by applying collaborative methods with
latent factors, such as matrix factorization.
However, in CARS, these methods are not always effective since other recommender pro-
blems might occur (e.g. no items seen by a new user or no similar contexts exist known
as “cold start problem”, and not enough social networks related to the user known as
“social sparsity problem”).
Our work aimed to alleviate the mentioned shortcomings by proposed an approach wi-
thin a recommender system in order to improve context-based recommendation. Three
main problems are being addressed : - Existing context-aware approaches ignore additional
contextual information on which users’ preferences may depend.
- Existing CARS can not deal with social sparsity and context-cold start problems.
They can not generate accurate recommendations on sparse data and new contexts.
- Existing CARS fail to achieve accurate context modeling and social influence modeling
at the same time.
Consequently, the following research questions are raised :
- How to model a RS that is able to jointly integrate personalized contexts and social
influence ?
- How to overcome the data sparsity and user-cold start problems in CARS ?
- What is the impact of the context and social influence in RS ?
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1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation
Based on the discussion presented in the previous section, there is a need to develop more
accurate and more efficient solutions for improving context-based recommendations. Seve-
ral aspects need to be considered for developing these solutions. These aspects refer to the
integration of current contextual information and the social influence between users into a
predictive model in order to improve items recommendation.
In the following, we summarize the contributions of this dissertation, whereas the detailed
contributions along with the experiments and evaluations necessary to prove them are dis-
cussed in the rest of the chapters.
1. A context-based model for improving content recommendation : We process contextual
information extraction and through a new proposed probabilistic context-based approach
(Bambia et al. 2016). This approach captures and models contextual information, and es-
timates the relevance of items in respect with the actual context of the user. The proposed
probabilistic model integrates several context elements (i.e. occasion, time slots, location,
week day and weather) in order to mine viewers’ preferences in certain contextual situations
and to recommend more personalized items. These additional contextual information are
integrated in generic way and independently of their complex and different structures. We
study the impact of the integration of each context element and evaluate its importance in
the prediction performance.
2. Social influence-based model using users interactions : We argue that social influence can
provide useful information to predict users’ preferences. The aim is to model the potential
effect of social relationships on user’ ratings. Obviously, we assume that there is a correla-
tion between items selected by a user and those selected by her friends (i.e. friends share
some common interests) and propose to exploit these correlations for items recommenda-
tion. We present a probabilistic social-based approach that captures quantitatively social
interactions between users and their friends and employs the social influence on the rele-
vance of the items in order to mine personal users’ preferences. We assume that the social
influence depends not only on friends’ ratings but also on social trust between users. We
integrate the user-user trust measure not only social interactions between users and their
friends but also the response of users towards these interactions. We study the role of social
influence among viewers and their friends in improving prediction of items’ relevance. We
study also the effectiveness of our model with and without incorporating the trust measure.
3. Jointly integrating the current context and social influence : We introduce a probabilistic
approach that unifies the proposed context-based model and the social-based model into
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the recommendation process. The model aims to jointly integrate several contextual infor-
mation and the social influence in order to improve personalized recommendation.
4. Tackling the cold start and sparsity problems : We are interested in considering user
cold start and social sparsity problems. We propose using smoothing techniques in order to
cope with strong probabilities which occurs with missing data and leads to cold start and
sparsity problems.
On the one hand, we study the effectiveness of our models at various levels of data sparsity,
where recommendations may get biased if there are few similar context elements (data
sparsity) or if a user has a very small social network (social sparsity problem). On the other
hand, we test the ability of the proposed approach to solve user cold start recommendation
problem which occurs when there is no similar context with her current one (context-cold
start problem) and when there is a new user with no friends or no interactions (social-cold
start problem).
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into a set of chapter, each of which pursues a distinct research goal.
Each of these goals strengthens our characterize and identify the effective contextual infor-
mation for improving context-based recommendation, and enables us to build mechanisms
to integrate social influence among users into recommendation prediction and to solve cold
start and social sparsity problems.
In chapter 1, we present the important role of contextual information and the social realm
into RS, which is the motivation behind this work. Research questions and main contribu-
tions are presented in this chapter.
In chapter 2, we present an overview of Recommender Systems. First, we introduce a brief
history of the RS field. Second, we describe the most popular recommendation techniques,
and discuss the most common shortcomings that the RS are suffering. Finally, we closely
take a more detailed look at related work on evaluating the performance of RS.
In chapter 3, we present an overview on Context-Aware Recommender Systems. First, we
discuss the general notion of context and how it can be defined and integrated in RS. Se-
cond, we define the context in different RS applications. Then, we present the classification
of diverse context-aware approaches. Afterward, we introduce three different algorithmic
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paradigms for incorporating contextual information into the recommendation process that
is contextual pre-filtering, post-filtering, and modeling. Finally, we present diverse capabili-
ties for incorporating additional contextual information into recommendeation process and
discuss its promising directions for future research.
In chapter 4, we present the proposed context-aware approach based on a probabilistic mo-
del for improving items recommendation. First, we formulate the problems and the limits
related to context-aware approaches. Second, we define the basic concepts on probabilistic
and language models. Afterward, we present the proposed context-based approach. Finally,
we conduct a series of experiments based on real data set extracted from Pinhole platform
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our model.
In chapter 5, we present our proposed approach that unifies jointly current contextual infor-
mation and social influence in order to improve items recommendation. First, we formulate
the problems behind integrating the social aspect in the recommendation process. After-
ward, we present the proposed probabilistic model and explain how contextual and social
information are exploited. Finally, we conduct a series of experiments in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of our model compared to time-based models and to test the ability of our
model to cope with cold start and sparsity problem.
In chapter 6, we present the system architecture of the platform Pinhole. Then, we de-
monstrate how we contribute in database conception, and the transformation of data to
graph-based data. Finally, we present and describe some user interfaces on Pinhole Plat-
form.
In chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation by discussing our findings and outlining some
possible directions for future work.
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2.1 Introduction
RS have their derivation in the field of information filtering (Hanani et al. 2001), and
are designed to overcome information overload. The goal of a recommender system is to
identify sets of items that are likely to fit the interest of a certain user based on a variety
of information sources related to both the user and the items. RS actively predict which
items the user might be interested in and add them to the information flowing to the user
to Information Filtering, whereas information filtering is aimed at removing items from
the information stream (Hanani et al. 2001). Over the past two decades many different
recommendation algorithms have been proposed for many different domains.
This chapter provides some basic concepts and describes some common techniques of RS.
We start this chapter in Section 2.2 by introducing RS : first, a brief history of the field will
be given, followed by the most popular algorithms and applications, as well as the most
common shortcomings that the RS are suffering.
In Section 2.5.2, we closely we take a more detailed look at related work on evaluating the
performance of RS.
2.2 Basic Concepts
In this section, we present the basic concepts of RS. We introduce the origins and the
purpose of RS field. Then, we discuss the formulation of the recommendation problem in
Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Introducing RS
A Recommender System is a computer program able to identify specific items for different
user interests (see. (Resnick & Varian 1997, Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005, Ricci et al.
2011)).
In recent years, RS have become extremely utilized in a variety of application domains such
as music, restaurants, movies, social tags and twitter pages.
RS emerged as an independent research field in the mid-1990s, when researchers and prac-
titioners started focusing on recommendation issues that are explicitly based on ratings to
predict user preferences for different items. Obviously, there are many RS for commercial
Web sites such as Amazon 1 and movie recommendation such as Netflix 2 and Movielens.
The value of recommendations is highlighted through their success in various areas. For ins-
tance, in 2/3 of recommended movies by Netflix are watched and 38% more click-through
1. https ://www.amazon.com/
2. https ://www.netflix.com/
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are generated by Google News 3 recommendations.
A recommendation system aims to provide relevant resources to a user according to his/her
preferences. It reduces user’s search time by making suggestions that he/she would not have
pay attention.
Particularly, the emergence and the popularity of the Web have contributed to the deve-
lopment of many RS in the field of e-commerce such as Amazon and CiteSeerX 4.
Initially, RS are a valuable alternative to information retrieval algorithms as they help
users to discover items they might not have found by themselves. In other words, RS can
be considered as a response to users who have difficulties reaching a decision when using a
classic information retrieval system.
Information retrieval is based on indexing data in order to respond to user queries. More
specifically, the textual information retrieval stands on asking a collection of documents
through queries or a set of keyword issued by a user. For instance, in most Web search
engines, the user formulates his needs through a query by submitting a set of keywords.
These keywords are then compared to all the indexes of the documents existing in the
search engine database.
Obviously, as reported in The Economist 5 in 2006, people read around 10 MB worth of ma-
terial a day, hear 400 MB a day and see 1 MB of information every second. The consumption
is raised to 74 GB a day in 2015.
In this context, the main purpose of RS is this mass of Information Filtering (Belkin &
Croft 1992) transparently to the user. The recommendation process is characterized by the
results list ordered according to their relevance to the user’s profile that can be seen as
dual to the queries issued by the user The preludes of RS arise from researches on models
construction of users’ preferences. These researches are issued from several areas such as
information retrieval, management and marketing sciences and cognitive science.
2.2.2 Formulation of the Recommendation Problem
Several specific formulations and notations have been proposed, among which the most
common formulation is the overview of Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005). In that work the
recommendation problem is defined as follows :
Let U be a set of users and I be a set of items. Let G : U × I → R, where R is a totally
ordered set and G(u, i) is the utility function that measures the gain of usefulness of item i
for user u. Therefore, for each user u, we aim to choose items imax,u ∈ I, unknown to the
user, which maximize the utility function G, as revealed in Equation2.1 :
3. https ://news.google.com/
4. citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
5. http ://www.economist.com/
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∀u ∈ U , imax,u = arg maxi∈I G(u, i) (2.1)
There are two main types of RS that are commonly distinguished depending on the ex-
ploited source of user preference information, and the way in which the utility function is
estimated for different users :
1) Content-based RS, where suggested items are similar to those the user liked or preferred
in the past ; 2) Collaborative filtering systems, in which suggested items are those liked in
the past by people with similar preferences.
Recently, this classification was extended by considering social RS, i.e. systems in which
suggested items are those that friends (e.g. in an online social network) liked in the past.
Social RS are related but significantly different from collaborative filtering systems and will
be described in details in Chapter 3.
Generally, RS are based on four main factors : the knowledge on the user (i.e. his profile
according to his tastes), similarity between users (the concept of classes or user networks),
knowledge on the items to recommend, knowledge of the different classes of items to recom-
mend. The most used recommendations’ types in the literature are content-based filtering
and collaborative filtering that will be described in details in the following Section.
2.3 Recommendation Techniques
As mentioned above, the main goal of a recommender system is to provide users with
the most relevant items according to their preferences. As shown in Figure 2.1, different
strategies may be used and can be categorized based on the type of data exploited, namely
content-based, collaborative filtering, and social recommendation strategies. In this section,
we formalize these strategies.
2.3.1 Content-based Filtering
Content-based filtering approaches are based on the description of the items and the profiles
of the users’ preferences. In other words, the aim of content-based filtering approach is to
recommend items that are similar to those that a user liked in the past. Particularly,
candidate items are compared with items previously rated by the user and the items that
match the user profile. An extensive survey of this technique can be found in (Lops et al.
2011, Pazzani & Billsus 2007).
Pandora Radio is a popular example of a content-based recommender system that plays
music with similar characteristics to that of a song provided by the user as an initial seed.
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Figure 2.1: Recommendation techniques (Isinkaye et al. 2015)
Pandora Music Genome Project 6 uses the properties of a song or an artist (a subset of
the 450 attributes to describe songs) in order to capture the essence of music with similar
properties and to organize them. Users’ feedbacks (likes and dislikes) are used to filter the
station’s results. This is an example of a content-based approach.
In content-based recommender, an item is represented by a vector of weighted terms ex-
tracted from its content. The system mostly focuses on the model of the user’s preference
or the history of the user’s interaction with the recommender system in order to create a
user profile.
Research works for content-based recommendation algorithms draw on perspectives and
algorithms from various fields such as Information Retrieval, Semantic Web, and Machine
Learning. For example, from Information Retrieval there are term-weighting models used
for Web recommendations Balabanovic´ & Shoham (1997), news recommendation (Lang
1995), and social tagging systems (Cantador et al. 2010). Approaches from Semantic Web
technologies have also been introduced for content-based recommendations, as in the case
of news recommendation (Cantador et al. 2008), or movie and music recommendations
6. https ://www.pandora.com
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leveraging Linked Open Data (Ostuni et al. 2013). In Machine Learning, Mooney & Roy
(2000) used Bayesian classifiers for book recommendations and Pazzani & Billsus (1997)
used several techniques such as Bayesian classifiers, clustering, decision trees and artificial
neural networks for Web site recommendation.
Probabilistic methods, particularly the Na¨ıve Bayes approach generate a probabilistic mo-
del based on previously observed data (e.g, ratings). Based on Na¨ıve Bayes model, the a
posteriori probability P (c|d) of document d belonging to class c, given a priori probability
P (c) for c, the probability of observing the document P (d), and the probability of observing
the document given the class P (d|c) (Lops et al. 2011), is estimated as follows :
P (c|d) =
P (c) P (d|c)
P (d)
(2.2)
In recommendation, the Na¨ıve Bayes method is used to estimate the probability that an
item is either relevant or irrelevant (class), based on the available information on each user.
Therefore, items already rated are used to build the probabilities. Na¨ıve Bayes model has
been introduced in many works (Mooney & Roy 2000, Semeraro et al. 2007, De Gemmis
et al. 2008, Lops et al. 2011).
Vector space models are also used in order both items and users by a set of weighted features
and the similarity function used between them. Instead of using the frequency of each
feature in a user/item profile, TF-IDF (Jones 1972) and BM25 (Robertson & Sparck Jones
1988) functions from the Information Retrieval field may be used. The most commonly used
feature vector similarity measure is the cosine similarity (Cantador et al. 2010) :
simdot(di dj) = /sumtwti wtj (2.3)
simcos =
simdot(di dj)∑
f
√
w2fi
∑
f
√
w2fj
(2.4)
where wti is the weight assigned to the feature t in item i.
The advantage of content-based recommendation is that the system does not require know-
ledge of the studied area, only the user knowledge is required. The dynamic nature of these
systems is also an advantage because more users will use the system and more refined the
relevance of the recommended items will be.
However, items that have not been judged similar to those appreciated by the user will not
be recommended. This poses the overspecialization problem or the thematic redundancy
of recommendations submitted to the user. Indeed, if a user is interested only in political
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news, news about sports’ events will never be recommended. To counter this problem, Sheth
& Maes (1993) discussed genetic algorithms based on classification algorithms allowing
pseudorandom recommendations.
Similarly, a user who has never used the system will not have relevant recommendations
because of the lack of information. To resolve this problem, Card et al. (1991) proposed
a number of heuristics based on the assumption that recommendations are offered only if
enough information were collected.
2.3.2 Collaborative-Filtering
Collaborative filtering approaches rely on collecting and analyzing a large amount of users’
behaviors, activities or preferences and predicting users’ future preferences based on their si-
milarity to other users. The collaborative filtering approaches do not rely on items’ contents
and therefore they are able to recommend accurately complex items such as videos. Un-
doubtedly, the main advantage of the collaborative filtering RS is the active or the passive
involvement of the system users. Indeed, recommending relevant items to a user based on
their preferences appears naturally easier.
The algorithm popularized by Amazon.com’s recommender system represents one of the
most famous examples of collaborative filtering is item-to-item collaborative filtering (people
who buy x also buy y). Other example includes Last.fm which is a music website that recom-
mends songs by observing the bands and individual tracks to which the user has listened on
a regular basis and comparing those against the listening behavior of other users. Last.fm
will play tracks that are frequently played by other users with similar interests. The ap-
proach of Last.fm is an example of a collaborative filtering technique since it leverages the
behavior of users. Facebook 7, LinkedIn andMySpace 8 use collaborative filtering approaches
to recommend new friends, groups, and other social connections by examining the connec-
tions network between a user and his friends. There are also several innovative approaches
on collaborative filtering applications such as (Terry 1993) and (Harman 1994), the Mo-
vieLens 9 recommendation system of movies, Throw 10 system which recommends practical
jokes, and finally FlyCasting system recommending online radio (Hauver & French 23-24
Nov. 2001).
When building a predictive model based on a user’s behavior, a distinction is often made
between explicit and implicit forms of data collection. Explicit data collection includes user
ratings and user rating of items collection. Implicit data collection is based on the items that
7. https ://facebook.com/
8. https ://myspace.com/
9. https ://movielens.org/
10. http ://www.jokes.monigo.com
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a user use in an online store, by analyzing item/user times and discovering similar likes and
dislikes. In other words, the recommender system calculates a list of recommended items
for the user based on comparison of the collected data with similar and dissimilar data.
Based on the form of the inputs, we distinguish two types of collaborative filtering systems :
systems that exploit explicit user ratings (rating-based systems), and systems that exploit
implicit user preference information (log-based systems). The rating assigned to an item by
a particular user is typically interpreted as the true utility of that item for the user. There
are systems, however, where no explicit ratings are available, but where user interests can
be inferred from implicit feedback information. In order to provide item recommendations
in such systems, two plausible approaches do exist : 1) directly exploiting implicit preference
data (Linden et al. 2003, Das et al. 2007, Wang, Robertson, de Vries & Reinders 2008), and
2) transforming implicit preference data into explicit ratings to be exploited by standard
CF strategies (Celma & Herrera 2008).
In the literature, collaborative filtering algorithms can be themselves classified into two
types : Memory-based and Model-based methods :
2.3.2.1 Memory-based
methods are characterized by their simplicity, easiness of implementation, immediate incor-
poration of new data and comprehensibility of results since minimal or no learning phase
is involved. However, memory-based methods may suffer from scalability issues and lack of
sensitivity to sparse data.
The the most popular memory-based approaches are the Neighborhood models. Data nor-
malization, neighbor selection, and determination of interpolation weights represent the
three major components that characterize neighborhood approaches.
The original form of neighborhood model is user-based model (Herlocker et al. 1999). User-
based methods estimate unknown ratings based on recorded ratings of similar users. They
generate recommendations for a user u by scoring the items in the profiles of the neighbors
as a sum over the preference values assigned by the neighbors weighted by the similarity to
the target user :
sUB (u, i) =
∑
v ∈ N(u)sim(u, v) rv,i (2.5)
where sim(u, v) is the similarity value between users and N(u) denotes the set of neighbors
of user u.
Later, an analogous item-based approach was proposed by Linden et al. (2003), Sarwar
et al. (2001), where a rating is estimated using known ratings of the same user on similar
items. As highlighted by many works (Bell & Koren 2007, Sarwar et al. 2001, Taka´cs et al.
2007), the improved accuracy and the significant scalability make the item-based approach
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more convenient. In the item-based methods, similarities between items with common users
are exploited. The idea is that items that are similar to those that the user has already
rated or consumed are good candidates for recommendation. In other words, items similar
to those of the profile Iu of the user u is scored as the sum of their item-to-item similarities
weighted by the preferences of u :
sIB (u, i) =
∑
j ∈ I(u)sim(i, j) ru,j (2.6)
where sim(u, v) is the similarity value between users and N(u) denotes the set of neighbors
of user u.
The success of neighborhood methods relies on the choice of the interpolation weights,
which are used to estimate unknown ratings based on neighboring known ones. However,
most neighborhood methods require a rigorous way to derive interpolation weights. Latent
factor models generally offer high expressive ability to describe various properties of the
data. Therefore, they provide more accurate results than neighborhood models. However,
most commercial systems (e.g. Amazon (Linden et al. 2003) and TiVo (Ali & Van Stam
2004)) are based on the neighborhood models due to their relative simplicity.
2.3.2.2 Model-based methods
take a different way to exploit collaborative filtering data. The algorithms of model-based
methods depend on a learning phase, in which a predictive model of user preferences is
built based on the observed data.
These methods are inspired in machine learning techniques such as Bayesian networks
(Breese et al., 1998), clustering (Ungar and Foster, 1998), artificial neural networks (Sala-
khutdinov et al., 2007) and latent factor models (Blei et al., 2003 ; Hofmann, 2004 ; Koren
et al., 2009). Latent factor models are the most studied and prevalent model-based tech-
niques. These techniques perform a dimensionality reduction of the rating matrix R and use
a set of latent variables in order to explain user preferences for recommendation purposes.
Some other techniques include matrix factorization (Koren et al., 2009), Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) and probabilistic Latent Semantic analysis (Hofmann, 2004).
2.3.2.3 Matrix factorization
Matrix factorization models have acquired popularity through their attractive accuracy and
scalability. There are many different matrix decompositions techniques known as Singular
Value Decomposition-based models. Each technique finds its use among a particular class
of problems. For example, conventional SVD is defined when knowledge about the matrix
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is complete.
The intuition behind matrix factorization techniques is to learn latent features that deter-
mine how user rates an item. The existing ratings can be represented in a matrix R of size
|U | × |V |, where U is the set of users and V is the set of items. The aim is to discover K
latent features uTi and vj which correspond to the i-th column and the u-th column of U
and V , respectively. Then, the task is to find two matrices P of size |U | ×K and Q of size
|V | ×K such that their product approximates R :
R ≈ P ×QT = R̂ (2.7)
Based on this parametrization, the predicted rating is computed as follows :
r̂ui = u
T
i × vj (2.8)
The parameters uTi and vj are learned based on a certain loss function in order to minimize
iteratively the difference between their product and the matrix R.
In information retrieval, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is well established in order
to identify latent semantic factors (Deerwester et al. 1990). Nevertheless, using SVD on
explicit ratings in the Collaborative Filtering domain raises difficulties due to existing mis-
sing values.
Earlier works is built based on imputation (Kim & Yum 2005, Sarwar et al. 2000b), which
replaces missing ratings and makes the rating matrix dense.
However, since it significantly increases the amount of data, imputation can be very ex-
pensive. Moreover, the data may be significantly imprecise due to inaccurate imputation.
Hence, several recent works (Bell et al. 2007, Canny 2002, Koren 2008, Paterek 2007, Sa-
lakhutdinov et al. 2007, Taka´cs et al. 2007) suggested to model only the observed ratings,
while avoiding overfitting based on an adequate regularized model.
Unfortunately, despite the fact that matrix factorization techniques are commonly used by
almost works, they are considered as the most complex techniques. This is due to their
major drawback related to the non-convexity scheme. As a result, there is in general no
algorithm that is guaranteed to compute the desired factorization. In addition, matrix fac-
torization techniques fail to consider the structure in the data such as relationships between
users.
2.3.3 Hybrid Approaches
Each of collaborative and content-based techniques has its own weaknesses, such as the well
known cold-start problem where new users have few ratings. In this context, hybrid methods
(Burke 2002, Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005) have been proposed to avoid the limitations
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of collaborative filtering and content-based algorithms instead of using them separately. As
defined by Burke (2002) and Schein et al. (2002), a hybrid recommender system associates
multiple techniques together in order to achieve some synergy between them.
Adomavicius et al. (2005) classified hybrid recommendation approaches as follows :
— Combining separate recommendations : the predictions of separate recommendation
algorithms are combined to provide a single recommendation, using methods such as
linear combinations (Claypool et al. 1999).
— Adding content-based characteristics to collaborative filtering : Pazzani & Billsus
(1997) adapted the user-based method to calculate similarities based on content-based
user profiles.
— Adding collaborative characteristics to content-based methods : latent factor models
can be applied to content-based approaches for text recommendation.
— Developing a single unifying recommendation model : Popescul et al. (2001) and
Schein et al. (2002) proposed a unified probabilistic method for combining collabora-
tive and content-based recommendations.
Netflix is a good example of the use of hybrid RS. They make recommendations by compa-
ring the watching and searching behavior of similar users (i.e. collaborative filtering) as well
as by offering movies that share characteristics with movies that a user has rated highly
(content-based filtering).
In the literature, several studies (Claypool et al. 1999, Basu et al. 2011, Popescul et al. 2001,
Schein et al. 2002, Kim et al. 2006) compare the performance of hybrid RS with the pure
collaborative and content-based methods and demonstrate that the hybrid methods can
provide more accurate recommendations than pure methods. Generally, they are used to
overcome some of the common problems in RS such as cold start and the sparsity problem.
2.3.4 Social-based Filtering
≪ Social≫ is considered as the knowledge about the larger community of users other than the
target user and the set users’ profiles stored in a system. Social networks are characterized
by their users that can actively expose their interests and personal data. From the social
network sites they are encouraged to seek out other users and identify them as ”friends”,
their own ”family” or ”friend group”.
With the popularity of social networks, traditional RS take advantage of social information
(e.g. user friendships and social influence) in order to improve recommendation effectiveness.
Recently, exploiting social information is becoming one of the strongest areas where experts
are currently working. In the literature, several works (Roth et al. 2010, Mislove et al.
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2007, Kumar et al. 2006) showed that social network analysis is an essential tool to obtain
information of interest that allow supporting recommenders to its users.
For instance, in the days following the announcement of the results of the presidential
elections, on November 8 2016, the polemic has swollen : how could most of the pollsters
and the journalists underestimate the number of voters for Donald Trump ?
Social networks, Facebook coming first, have been blamed and accused for having locked
up many users in a ”Personal Information Crowd”. Each user has only seen content close to
his/her ideas, leading him to ignore the existence of other people with opposing opinions.
These ”Crowd” are created by the filtering techniques and recommendation algorithms put
in place in order to select the contents shared on the social network.
Recommendation approaches that exploit social information, such as contacts and interac-
tions between users are recognized as Social Filtering approaches. In social filtering tech-
niques, aspects and components of traditional recommenders are explicitly designed using
social entities and social contexts. One important variant of social filtering (Groh & Daub-
meier 2010) is based on substituting the user-neighborhood, whose ratings are considered to
be similar to the current user’s tastes. These techniques are also named community-based.
Simpler algorithms, referred as ≪ pure ≫ social recommenders, have been proposed in (Liu
& Lee 2010). The authors proposed an adaptation of the user-based collaborative filtering
technique, where the set of nearest neighbors is replaced by the set of (explicit) friends of
the target user. That is :
Nk(u, i) = {v ∈ U : v is friend of u}(2.9)
Community-based systems recommend items based on the preferences of the users’ friends,
in which the search activities of communities of like-minded users are used to increase the
results of a mainstream search engine and to provide a more focused community-oriented
result list (Smyth et al. 2005, 2004). This technique is based on the epigram ≪ Tell me who
your friends are, and I will tell you who you are ≫ (Budzik & Hammond 2000, Champin
et al. 2010).
Generally, Social Filtering is associated with the integration of an underlying social net-
work into recommender system prediction models. Relations between viewers or between
viewers and items can be exploited together with context approaches for recommending TV
programs. The former study of Groh et al. (2012) showed that social filtering approaches
work very well in taste related domains by focusing on the significance of the social context.
Other studies showed also that in taste domains, users’ preferences are influenced by their
social environment. This is mainly due to the fact that users trust recommendations made
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by people they know such as their friends (Groh et al. 2012) and (Groh & Ehmig 2007). For
instance, while watching TV with a group of friends, some proposed recommendation will
be executed immediately. These social recommendations may be considered as a significant
source to enrich the viewing experience and predict his preferences.
The basic assumption is that users tend to rely more on recommendations from their friends
than on recommendations from similar but anonymous individuals (Sinha & Swearingen
2001). The recommendation relies commonly on ratings that were provided by the user’s
friends. It follows the rise of social-networks and enables a simple and comprehensive ac-
quisition of data on social relations of the users.
Recommendations by social filtering approaches have the interesting property that they
are generally easier to explain than user-based collaborative filtering approaches. Golbeck
(2006), Massa & Avesani (2004) reported that in general, social-network based recommen-
dations are no more accurate than those derived from traditional collaborative filtering
approaches. However, they showed that using social information is accurate when user ra-
tings of a specific item are highly varied or where the users did not provide enough ratings
to compute similarity to other users. Groh & Ehmig (2007), Guy et al. (2009) have showed
that in some cases social-network data yields better recommendations than profile simila-
rity data and helps dealing with the cold start problem which improves recommendation
results.
Nowadays, useful relationships between users can be found virtually everywhere such as
in social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace). Several studies (Ardis-
sono et al. 2003, Bolger et al. 2003, Balabanovic´ & Shoham 1997, Papadogiorgaki et al.
2007, Bernhaupt et al. 2008, Bonnefoy et al. 2007) qualified an important consideration on
whether the use of the system is usually carried out alone or with other people.
There are mainly three concepts that became central to the popularity of social networking
these social influence, trust and groups of users around an interest.
2.3.4.1 Group Recommendation
Another field of Social Recommenders is Group recommendation which not only has to take
into account a single user’s preferences but those of a whole group e.g. fairness. In this case,
all members should be treated equally when making a recommendation.
Several works (Bar & Glinansky 2004, Birnkammerer & Wolfgang Woerndl 2009, Wo¨rndl
et al. 2009, Jameson 2004a, Jameson et al. 2004, Jameson & Smyth 2007, Masthoff 2004,
O’Connor et al. 2001, Crossen et al. 2002, Pennock et al. 2000) have been proposed in the
field of group recommendation. Arias et al. (2012) highlighted the performance of Social
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Filtering compared to traditional CF approaches in a taste related domain (e.g. tastes in
clothing, TV, cinema and music) which are strongly influenced by friends. They also proved
that Social Filtering is a valuable source for recommendations in certain settings but may
pose problems for others (e.g. domains where the social network data is too sparse are less
well suited for social filtering). Ma (2013) performed an experimental study on implicit
user and item social relationships. They developed a regularization matrix factorization
method to employ the similar and dissimilar relationships between users and/or items.
The similarity between items is measured using Pearson’s correlation similarity. However,
they focus on the role of implicit information and ignore the importance of the influences
between users and between items.
Another aspect that occurs when making recommendations for groups is that a user’s pre-
ferences change according to the presence of other group members. For instance, a user
might like horror movies with his friends whereas he might prefer comedy when watching
TV with his family. An example for a group recommendation is a FIT (Family Interactive
TV) program recommender outlined by (Bar & Glinansky 2004) which takes into account
the change of preferences. As shown in Figure 2.2, the recommendation process of FIT
consists of three main components : User profile construction ; Prediction ; and Adapta-
tion. Birnkammerer & Wolfgang Woerndl (2009) treated the group recommendations as
sequences of recommendation listed two important dimensions of group recommendation :
the Number of recommendations per group and type of group. O’Connor et al. (2001) dif-
ferentiates if a group is ephemeral or persistent and if it is public or private (with respect
to privacy concerns).
MOVIELENS which recommends movies based on an individual’s taste as inferred from
ratings and social filtering. POLYLENS (Felfernig 2005), a group recommender extension
of MOVIELENS, allows users to create groups and ask for group recommendations.
2.3.4.2 Social Influence
The basic idea behind social influence is that a user’s friends may share common interests
with the user, and have influence on the user’s decisions.
In the literature, social influence is incorporated in the recommendation process in various
ways. Jamali & Ester (2009), Konstas et al. (2009) employed the random walk approach
proposed by Tong et al. (2006) in order to incorporate user’s social network for item re-
commendation. On the other hand, Ma, King & Lyu (2009), Ma, Lyu & King (2009), Ma
et al. (2011) extended model-based systems to include social influence. They proposed to
integrate users’ social trust network into their models through a linear combination or as
a regularization term.
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Figure 2.2: FIT architecture (Bar & Glinansky 2004)
One has to consider maximizing synergy effects among users (Zhu et al. 2011, Brocco, Groh
& Forster 2010, Brocco & Groh 2009) and therefore will have to consider aspects like social
influences (Brocco, Groh & Kern 2010).
Crandall et al. (2008) addressed the problem to determine a neighborhood that properly
weighs both the profile’s likeness and the trust between users and established the right
balance between similarity and social influence.
Groh (2007) outlined several conclusions may be drawn in social influence among users :
- Virtual friend-relationships may be capable of providing similar ratings,
- Binary friend-relations on average show more rating similarity than disconnected pairs,
- Cliques and friend-pairs might are considered as important recommendation source since
they share a common taste regarding the investigated domain.
Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang (2010) proposed a social network-based movie recommendation
technique. They used both collective matrix factorization and regularized matrix factori-
zation. As described in Section2.3.2.3, the matrix factorization technique aims to factorize
the rating matrix R (R = UT .V ), where U is the set of users and V is the set of items and
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the latent features uTi and vj correspond to the i-th column and the u-th column of U and
V , respectively.
In Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang (2010), the collective matrix factorization is used to jointly fac-
torize the rating matrix R (R = UT .V ) and the binary matrix n×n G (R = ZT .V ), where
the factor matrix V is being shared by the two matrices. Based on the following training
objective function :
min
U,V,Z
∑
i,u
(rui − u
T
i .vu)
2 + α
∑
j,i
(guj − z
T
j .vu)
2
+λ(||U ||2F + ||V ||
2
F + ||Z||
2
F )
(2.10)
α is a parameter used to control the importance of the matrix G and guj = 1 if u and j are
friends,.
On the other hand, the regularized matrix factorization is used to incorporate similarity
between users and their friends based on the following network regularized matrix factori-
zation function :
min
U,V
m∑
i=1
n∑
u=1
(rui − u
T
i .vu)
2
+λ1(||U ||
2
F + ||V ||
2
F ) +
∑
i,j
Si,j ||vi − vj ||
2
F
(2.11)
Si,j denotes the similarity between user i and j, and equals to 1 if users i and j are friends,
else it equals to 0.
Even though social influence and user similarity come with totally different mechanism,
some might confuse them. Obviously, user similarity is content-dependent. Two users with
similar preferences would buy same books on their own choice independently. However,
influence is content-free. The influence among users is based on social relation rather than
item content. Given that a user can affect his friend’s decision, they are not necessarily
similar in interests.
The impressive expansion of social media and social networking systems, social influence
from friends presents new opportunities for RS but also brings many great challenges.
Pa´lovics et al. (2014) proposed a matrix factorization method to model social influence
between users and their friends for music recommendation. Social influence is modeled using
common preferences observed close together in time by a user and his friends. Chaney et al.
(2015) developed a Bayesian method based on Poisson factorization model that captures
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latent user preferences and latent item attributes and estimates the influence of the observed
friends’ clicks on user preferences.
Other approaches have been proposed to incorporate the social relationships into predictive
models : Huang et al. (2010) presented a method to calculate the utility of a social recom-
mendation based on three factors, (i.e. receiver interest, item quality and interpersonal
influence between the sender and receiver user). In this case, interpersonal influence is not
aimed at measuring similarity between users, but is considered as the power of influence of
one user over another, as presented in Fasli (2006). Ye et al. (2012) proposed a probabilistic
generative model by integrated social influence, user behavior and item content for item
recommendation and group recommendation. They assume that users rarely followed their
friends’ uncommon opinions. Additionally, a group does not always consist of friends, the
strength of influence between a user and one friend was not correlated with their similarity.
However, when the group is large, the strong assumption of pairwise influence in a group
may not be true.
2.3.4.3 Trust-based Recommendation
Even though social relationships and trust relationships do not model exactly the same
concept, trust-based recommendation approaches are considered as a different way for in-
tegrating social information into a recommendation process (Ma et al. 2011). In contrast
to other approaches, trust-aware recommenders make use of trust networks where users
express a level of trust on other users (Massa & Avesani 2007).
These recommenders acquire a trust network and a trust metric, so that trustworthiness
of every user can be estimated. A plausible trust network must be inferred, depending
on the available data, based on the information we already know about users (e.g. social
interactions among users or explicit trust relations).
Recently, there are a few works focusing on incorporating social trust among users into
RS. However, most of them considered a single type of trust between users or uses ob-
served boundary, such as categories of items, to identify multi-faceted trust. Malinowski
et al. (2005) proposed a trust approach and extended the model of Keim et al. (2003), by
incorporating trust into the recommender-based approach in order to integrate relational
information. Richardson et al. (2006) assumed that a single value can be used to express
trust. Based on the assumption that if user u has trust in user f , it is not necessary that
user f has also trust in u, they represented relations between user in a weighted directed
graph where the weights of the edges express trust.
Trust-based RS (Golbeck 2006, O’Donovan & Smyth 2005) still operate on the core rating
prediction problem but use trust relationships, since they exploit the trust relationships
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found in these social networking sites to build new recommendation algorithms. The main
claimed advantage is that the mutual trust of users can be exploited also for increasing the
trust in the system. Zhao et al. (2013) proposed an algorithm based on probabilistic matrix
factorization to mine topics from tags on the items and to estimate the trust between users
and their friends on specific topics. Forsati et al. (2015) introduced a collaborative social
ranking model based on matrix regularization method to keep the latent vector of each user
similar to his trusted neighbors in the social network. They proposed also an algorithm
named PushTrust to simultaneously leverage trust, distrust and neutral relations between
users.
2.4 General Limitations of RS
In Section 2.3, we noted the main characteristics of each recommendation technique, which
are basically dependent on the source of information being used. However, each recommen-
dation technique has strengths and weaknesses.
In this section, we analyze the main limitations of each recommendation technique. Even
though hybrid recommendation techniques would overcome the problems of the combined
techniques, there are certain limitations that are inherent to the recommendation problem.
Thus, each problem has to be addressed independently. In addition, additional problems,
along with more limitations, arise when combining different methods. As highlighted by
(Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005, Pazzani & Billsus 2007, Cantador et al. 2008), the main
limitations of content-based filtering approaches are the following :
- Restricted content analysis : Content-based recommendations depend on the available
features explicitly associated with the items. These features should be in a form that can
be automatically parsed by a computer or manually extracted. Their extraction depends
on the domain and could be unfeasible or very difficult to maintain.
- User cold start problem (New user) : A user must emit some preferences (or ratings)
for a sufficient number of items before a recommender can build a reliable user profile.
- Overspecialization : Given that content-based recommenders only retrieve items similar
to those the user has already rated, recommended items are very similar, are most likely to
be known by the user and provide little (or none) novelty from the user perspective.
- Portfolio effect : As a consequence of the previous limitation, the recommended items
are often very similar, which leads to a set of insufficiently diverse or too redundant item
suggestions.
Collaborative filtering techniques often suffer from three main problems :
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- Sparsity problem : The number of items that might be recommended is extremely
large. The most active users will only have rated a small subset of the overall database.
Thus, even the most popular items have very few ratings.
- Gray sheep : As collaborative recommendations are based on the tastes of similar users
to suggest new items, when a user has very specific preferences, it will be more difficult for
the system to find good neighbors, and thus, to recommend interesting items.
- Item cold start problem (New item) : As a new item has not been rated by a
considerable number of users, a recommender system may not be able to recommend it.
Thus, popular items tend to have advantage in this kind of systems.
- User cold start problem (New user) : As a new user has not provide enough ratings,
the system is unable to recommend her relevant un-known items.
A common characteristic of the data sparsity and cold-start problems is that the small
number of commonly rated items between users makes it difficult to accurately predict user
similarity. Because of data sparsity, there is even no commonly rated items between two
users, causing their similarity not computable.
Social filtering approaches have also their own limitations :
- Social sparsity : In order to produce recommendations, social filtering techniques require
at least one contact in the social network connected to every user. This is not a typical
situation for most of the users in a system.
- New social connection : Recommendations may get biased if a user has a very small
social network or if she has only one connection. Therefore, every social recommendation
would be generated based on the activity of just one user.
- Social similarity : As shown by (Ziegler & Lausen 2004), the fact that two users share
such a connection in a social network probably means that these users have similar interests.
However, the misuse of this similarity may lead to bad recommendations, even though the
user’s experience may be improved in terms of diversity and serendipity.
As a summary, Table 2.1 draws a comparison of the limitations of the three types of
recommendation techniques described above.
2.5 Performance Evaluation of RS
The performance evaluation of RS has been the purpose of active research in the field. Since
the advent of the first RS, recommendation performance has been usually assimilated to
the accuracy of rating prediction and the effective utility of recommendations for users.
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Problem CBF CF SF
Restricted content analysis Yes No No
Overspecialization Yes No No
Portfolio effect Yes No No
New user Yes Yes No
New item No Yes No
Grey sheep No Yes No
Rating data sparsity No Yes No
Social sparsity No No Yes
New social connection No No Yes
Social similarity No No Yes
Table 2.1: List of limitations in Content-based filtering (CBF), Collaborative filtering (CF),
and Social filtering (SF) systems
In this section, we review the process of evaluating a recommendation system. We dis-
cuss three different types of experiments (oﬄine, user studies and online experiments). We
represent several measures of accuracy evaluation in RS.
2.5.1 Experimental Settings
In this subsection, we describe three levels (oﬄine, user studies and online experiments)
of experiments that can be used in order to compare several recommender approaches.
Generally, it is important to follow a few basic guidelines in all experimental studies :
- Hypothesis : a hypothesis must be formed before running the experiments. This hypothesis
must be concise and restrictive. An experiment must be designed to test this hypothesis.
- Controlling variables : It is important that all not tested variables will stay fixed when
comparing a few candidate algorithms on a certain hypothesis.
- Generalization : We must hold conclusions on the deployed system, and generalize beyond
the experimental data set when choosing an algorithm for a real application. We must typi-
cally experiment with several data sets or applications in order to increase the probability
of results generalization.
2.5.1.1 Oﬄine Evaluation
An oﬄine experiment is realized by using a pre-collected data set of items chosen or rated
by users. The behaviors of users that interact with a recommendation system are simulated
by using the pre-collected data. Oﬄine experiments are attractive because they do not
require interactions with real users, and thus allow comparing a wide range of candidate
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algorithms at a low cost. The shortcoming of oﬄine experiments is that they can answer a
very small set of questions, typically about the prediction power of an algorithm.
Consequently, the aim of the oﬄine experiments is to filter out inappropriate approaches,
leaving a relatively small set of candidate algorithms to be tested by the more costly user
studies or online experiments. Therefore, the used data should match as closely as possible
the data the designer expects the recommender system to face when deployed online.
It is necessary to simulate the online process where the system makes predictions, and the
user corrects the predictions in order to evaluate algorithms oﬄine. This is usually realized
by recording historical user data, and then hiding some of her interactions in order to
simulate the knowledge of how a user will rate an item.
This makes some assumptions concerning the behavior of users, which could be considered
as a user-modeling for the specific application. User-modeling is a difficult task. There is
a vast amount of research on the subject (Fischer 2001). In addition, we may optimize a
system whose performance in simulation has no correlation with its performance in practice,
when the user model is inaccurate.
2.5.1.2 Online Experiments
In many recommendation applications, the designer of the system aims to influence the
behavior of users. Therefore, we are interested in measuring the change in user behavior
when interacting with different RS. For instance, if some utility gathered from users of one
system exceeds utility gathered from users of other systems, then we can conclude that one
system is superior to the others.
The real outcome of a recommendation system depends on several factors such as the
user’s intent (e.g. how specific their information needs are), the user’s context (e.g. what
items they are already familiar with ? How much they trust the system ?), and the interface
through which the recommendations are exposed. Obviously, Kohavi et al. (2009) employed
an online testing system. In general, online evaluations are distinctive in that they allow
direct measurement of system goals, such as users’ retentions.
However, it can be difficult to gain a complete understanding of system properties given
that varying such properties independently is difficult, and comparing many algorithms
through online trials is expensive.
2.5.2 Evaluation Metrics of RS
The evaluation of RS must take into account the goal of the system itself (Herlocker et al.
2004). As different applications have different requirements, the system designer must decide
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on the imperative properties to measure for the concrete application at hand. We must
understand and evaluate the trade-offs of some properties and their effect on the overall
performance of the system.
In this section, we survey some of the properties that are commonly regarded when deciding
which recommendation approach to select.
Prediction accuracy Prediction accuracy is the most discussed property in the RS litera-
ture. The majority of RS are based on a prediction module that may predict user opinions
over items (e.g. ratings on items) or the usage probability (e.g. purchase).
The basic assumption in RS is that the more a system will provide accurate predictions
the more it will be preferred by the user. Therefore, several researchers set out to find
algorithms that improve predictions.
In some applications, such as the popular Netflix DVD rental service, the goal is to predict
the rating a user would give to an item. In other cases, the aim is to measure the accuracy
of the system’s predicted ratings.
The mean absolute error (MAE) is a quantity commonly used to measure how close pre-
dictions are to the eventual outcomes. It measures the average magnitude of the errors in
a set of forecasts without considering their direction. It measures accuracy for continuous
variables. The MAE is the average over the verification sample of the absolute values of the
differences between forecast and the corresponding observation. It is a linear score which
means that all the individual differences are weighted equally in the average. The mean
absolute error is given by the following equation :
MAE =
1
N
∑
v∈N
|quv − puv| (2.12)
Where quv is the real rating of user u for item v, puv is the predicted rating of viewer u for
item v and N is the number of recommended items.
The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) or root-mean-square error (RMSE) is a frequently
used measure of the differences between values (e.g. ratings) predicted by a model or an
estimator and the values actually observed (e.g. real ratings). The RMSE represents the
sample standard deviation of the differences between predicted values and observed values.
It represents a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error.
The difference between forecast and corresponding observed values are each squared and
then averaged over the sample. The RMSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors,
since the errors are squared before they are averaged. This means that the RMSE is most
useful when large errors are particularly undesirable. The RMSE is defined as the square
root of the mean square error :
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RMSE =
√
1
N
∑
v∈N
(quv − puv)2 (2.13)
Where quv is the real rating of user u for item v, puv is the predicted rating of viewer u for
item v and N is the number of recommended items.
The MAE and the RMSE can be used together to diagnose the variation in the errors in
a set of forecasts (Chai & Draxler 2014).
Normalized MAE (NMAE) and Normalized RMSE (NMRSE) are versions of MAE and
RMSE that have been normalized by the range of the ratings (i.e. the maximum rating
mines the minimum rating). The resulting ranking of algorithms is the same as the ranking
given by the unnormalized measures, as they are simply scaled versions of MAE and RMSE.
In many applications, a recommendation system does not predict the rating a user would
give to an item, but attempts to recommend to users items that they may use.
In an oﬄine evaluation of usage prediction, the data consisting of items each user has used
is typically collected. Then, we select a test user, hide some of her selections, and ask the
recommender to predict a set of items that may be used by the targeted user.
The usage prediction can be measured based on the following quantities :
Precision =
∑
i=1Nprecisioni
N
(2.14)
where N is the number of recommended items and :
precisioni =
1, if Used Item I ∈ Recommended Item set0, if Used Item I /∈ Recommended Item set (2.15)
Recall =
|relevant and recommended items|
|relevant items|
(2.16)
The most useful measure of interest, when the number of recommendations that can be
presented to the user is preordained, is Precision at N.
Other metrics Since applications have different needs, additional characteristics of recom-
mendations could be taken into consideration. Thus, alternative metrics further than accu-
racy and precision may be measured (Shani & Gunawardana 2011). For example, probably
due to data sparsity, some algorithms may provide recommendations with high accuracy,
but only for a small amount of users or items.
This effect can be quantified by measuring Coverage, novelty and diversity.
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- Coverage :
Two types of coverage can be defined :
- user coverage (proportion of users to whom the system can recommend items) ; and
- item or catalog coverage (proportion of items the system can recommend).
Shani & Gunawardana (2011) proposed two metrics for measuring item coverage. The first
one is based on the Gini’s index, and the other one is based on Shannon’s entropy.
Ge et al. (2010) proposed simple ratio quantities in order to measure such metrics, and to
discriminate between the percentage of the items for which the system is able to generate
a recommendation (prediction coverage), and the percentage of the available items that
are effectively ever recommended (catalog coverage). A similar distinction is highlighted by
Herlocker et al. (2004) and Salter & Antonopoulos (2006). Herlocker et al. (2004) considered
that item coverage is mainly important for the tasks of find all good items and annotation
in context. Furthermore, a system with low coverage is expected to be less valuable to users.
Therefore, the authors proposed the combination of coverage with accuracy measures to
yield an overall ”practical accuracy” measure for the system. In such a way, the coverage
is raised only because recommenders produce counterfeit predictions.
Another measure of catalog coverage is the sales diversity (Fleder & Hosanagar 2007), which
measures how unequally different items are chosen by users when a particular recommender
system is used.
Recently, two recommendation metrics have become very popular : novelty and diversity.
Several works have focused on defining metrics for measuring such characteristics (Vargas
& Castells 2011, Zhang & Hurley 2009, Lathia et al. 2010, Shani & Gunawardana 2011),
and designing algorithms to provide novel and/or diverse recommendations (Weng et al.
2007, Onuma et al. 2009, Zhou et al. 2010, Jambor & Wang 2010).
- Novelty :
Novelty is based on suggesting to the user items she did not know before the recommen-
dation (Shani & Gunawardana 2011), referred to as non-obvious items in (Herlocker et al.
2004, Zhang et al. 2002). Novelty can be explicitly measured in online experiments by as-
king users whether they are familiar with the recommended item (Celma & Herrera 2008).
However, it is also interesting to measure novelty in an oﬄine experiment, so as not to
restrict its evaluation to costly and hardly reproducible online experiments.
In (Weng et al. 2007), novelty can be introduced into recommendations by using topic
taxonomy, where items containing new topics are appreciated. In general, new topics are
obtained by clustering the previously observed topics for each user. Onuma et al. (2009)
introduced a graph-based technique in order to suggest nodes (items) well connected to
older choices, but at the same time well connected to unrelated choices. Lathia et al. (2010)
considered novelty as the amount of new items appearing in the recommended lists over
time.
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- Diversity : In Information Retrieval, diversity is defined as an issue of finding results that
cover different aspects of an information need and avoiding redundancy (Radlinski et al.
2009). Therefore, most of the proposed methods used (explicit or inferred) query aspects
(or topics) in order to diversify a prior result set (Clarke et al. 2008, Agrawal et al. 2009,
Chandar & Carterette 2010, Radlinski et al. 2008, Rafiei et al. 2010).
In the literature, more formal definitions for diversity have also been introduced. Lathia
et al. (2010) analyzed diversity of top-N lists over time by comparing the intersection of
sequential top-N lists. Zhang & Hurley (2009) proposed a statistical measure of diversity,
where a recommendation algorithm is considered as fully diverse if it is equally likely to
recommend any item that the user likes. Bradley & Smyth (2001) propose a quality metric
which considers both the diversity and similarity obtained in the recommendation list based
on item similarities and focused on content-based algorithms.
- Scalability :
As RS are designed to offer to users a large collections of items, one of the goals of the
designers of such RS is to scale up to real data sets. As presented by Das et al. (2007), it is
often the case that algorithms trade other properties, such as coverage, in order to provide
rapid results even for huge data sets. Sarwar et al. (2000a) evaluated the computational
complexity of an algorithm in terms of time or space requirements.
Scalability is typically measured by experimenting with growing data sets in order to show
how the speed and resource consumption behave when the task scales up (George & Merugu
2005). For example, if the accuracy of the algorithm is lower than other algorithms that
only operate on small data sets, the difference in accuracy over small data sets must be
showed.
Additionally, as RS are expected to provide rapid online recommendations, it is important
to measure how fast the system provides recommendations (Herlocker et al. 2000, Sarwar
et al. 2001).
Other metrics such as serendipity, privacy, adaptivity, and confidence have been less disco-
vered in the literature. However, their importance and application to RS have already been
discussed, making clear their relation with the user’s experience and satisfaction (Herlocker
et al. 2004, McNee et al. 2006, Shani & Gunawardana 2011).
2.6 Conclusion
We introduced in this Chapter basic concepts of RS and main state-of-the-art recommen-
dation techniques proposed for this aim.
Moreover, we gave a brief introduction of the recommendation problem analysis and we
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discussed principal limitations of the recommendation techniques.
Finally, we gave an overview on performance evaluation of RS.
After this general introduction to RS, we will move on to the problem of context awareness.
In the next chapter, we will concentrate on context awareness in RS and we will dis- cuss
main context-aware approaches proposed for these application domains.
Chapitre 3
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3.1 Introduction
The importance of contextual information has been recognized by researchers and practi-
tioners in many disciplines such as e-commerce personalization, information retrieval, and
ubiquitous and mobile computing (Schilit & Theimer 1994, Chen & Kotz 2000).
While a substantial amount of research has previously been performed, most existing ap-
proaches focus on recommending the most relevant items to users without considering any
additional contextual information (e.g., the company of other people : watching TV with
friends) other than time and location.
In this chapter, we discuss the general notion of context and how it can be defined and
integrated in RS. In Section 3.2, we define the context in IR and RS. In Section 3.3, we
introduce the ways of obtaining contextual information. In section 3.4, we present the clas-
sification of the dimensions of the context and we present how contextual information are
integrated into the recommendation process. Finally, we present diverse capabilities for
incorporating contextual information in TV recommender systems.
3.2 General Notion of Context
In this section, we define the multifaceted concept of the context and describe its use in
several fields that are directly related to RS, such as information retrieval. Applications
that take into account contextual information are called ‘context-aware systems (Schilit &
Theimer 1994).
3.2.1 Defining context
Context is a multifaceted concept that has been studied across different research fields, such
as computer science, cognitive science, linguistics, philosophy and psychology (Adomavicius
& Tuzhilin 2005).
An entire conference, CONTEXT 1, is dedicated exclusively to studying this topic and in-
corporating it into various other branches of science, including medicine, law, and business.
The standard generic dictionary definition of context as “conditions or circumstances which
affect something” (McKechnie 1983). Bazire & Bre´zillon (2005a) presented and discussed
150 definitions of context from various fields. For instance, Schilit & Theimer (1994) defined
context as “location and the identity of nearby people and objects”.
However, according to Schilit et al. (1994), “Context encompasses more than just user’s
location, because other things of interest are also mobile and changing. Context includes
lighting, noise level, communication bandwidth, network connectivity and even the social
1. http ://context-07.ruc.dk
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situation (e.g. whether you are with your manager or with a co-worker)”.
Later, Dey et al. (2001) moved to a more abstract definition : “Context is any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application”. This
is probably the first definition that was broadly adopted in the computational sciences.
Prahalad (2004) affirmed also that “the ability to reach out and touch customers anywhere
and at anytime means that companies must deliver not just competitive products but also
unique, real-time customer experiences shaped by customer context”.
3.2.2 Context in Information Retrieval
Although Bazire & Bre´zillon (2005b) did not settle on a specific definition, the questions
raised by the authors take in consideration all domains in which context awareness is ne-
cessary or desired, including information retrieval and recommender systems. Particularly,
in web search, context is defined as the set of topics potentially related to the search term.
However, with the evolution of information retrieval, the evolution of the Web and devices,
many researchers focused on recommendation systems field to improve results to the users
queries on the web.
As proved by Jones & Brown (2002), contextual information are widely exploited in In-
formation Retrieval. While most existing systems set up their retrieval decisions only on
queries and document collections, information about search context is often ignored (Akri-
vas et al. 2002).
In Web search, context is defined as the set of topics potentially related to the search
term. For example, Lawrence (2000) described how contextual information can be used and
proposed several domain-specific context-based search engines.
The effectiveness of a proactive retrieval system relies on the ability to perform context-
based retrieval by generating queries which return context-relevant results (Sieg et al. 2007).
The integration of context into the Web services composition is initially suggested by Maa-
mar et al. (2006).
Many works have exploited combinations of the users context. Preferences and content are
proposed in Missaoui & Faiz (2014) to give accurate information that meet the individual
user needs without waiting for the user to initiate any interaction or activity with his device.
Boughareb & Farah (2014) proposed a taxonomy which gathers all user contextual dimen-
sions studied in the search contexts field. Others researchers have focused on contexts such
as the user’s intention behind the query (Kathuria et al. 2010, Missaoui & Faiz 2014), the
user’s location (Magara et al. 2016, Yuan et al. 2013, Noguera et al. 2012) and temporal
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information Missaoui & Faiz (2014), Ji et al. (2015), Panayiotou et al. (2005), Liu, Zhao,
Xiang & Yang (2010) to enhance the research engines’ results.
3.2.3 Context in Recommender Systems
In RS, entity is usually a user, an item and the experience that user is evaluating. (Dourish
2004) distinguished two main definitions of the context in computational environments :
representational and interactional. According to the author, the representational view sepa-
rates the context from the action. In such a way, the context defines an action and provides
some form of information about it. On the other hand, the interactional view defines the
context as a relational property and the scope of the context is defined dynamically. Thus,
no enumeration of contextual conditions is possible beforehand. The author show that
Context arises from the activity. Context isn’t just there, but is actively produced, main-
tained and enacted in the course of the activity at hand.
Obviously, Dey et al. (2001) introduced a large definition that should be refined in a concrete
Recommendation Systems scenario. In RS, context is usually considered as an additional
and relevant information (excepting users and items) at the current time of recommenda-
tion.
As explained in Chapter 2, the recommendation process starts with the specification of the
initial set of ratings explicitly provided by the users or implicitly inferred by the system.
Then, a recommender system tries to estimate the rating function R for the (user, item)
pairs that have not been rated. These systems are called traditional or two-dimensional as
they consider only the User and Item dimensions in the recommendation process.
Therefore, with the incorporation of the context, the rating function R is extended into
three dimensions :
R : User × Item× Context×Rating (3.1)
where User and Item are the domains of Users and Items respectively, Rating is the domain
of ratings, and Context represents the contextual information.
The context is commonly associated with the application domain of the recommendation
and each context type has a well-defined structure. For instance, if the integrated context is
the time, then the rating assigned to an item by a user depends on when the item has been
seen. Adomavicius & Tuzhilin (2005) presented a methodology to decide which contextual
attributes should be used in a recommendation application (and which should not). Their
methodology is based on the assumption that a wide range of contextual attributes must be
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initially selected by the domain experts as possible candidates for the contextual attributes
for the application.
Contextual information can be of different types, each type defining a certain aspect of
context (e.g., time and location). Furthermore, each contextual information can have a
complicated structure and complex nature.
There are several works that focused on context representation. For instance, Yu et al.
(2006), Kim & Kwon (2007) proposed an ontology-based context-aware recommendation
system. They used ontologies to represent semantics of the recommender knowledge. The
advantage of representing concepts through ontologies is enriching information when it is
imprecise or incomplete and supporting the interoperability and the exchange of informa-
tion between systems (Buriano et al. 2006). Kim & Kwon (2007) used also four types of
ontologies : product, location, record and customer. Based on his shopping history, the
authors proposed a method that extracts a consumer’s preferred items and recommends
similar items according to the ontology.
Adomavicius & Tuzhilin (2005) used a hierarchical representation of contextual dimensions.
In the proposed method, each dimension of the context has an associated hierarchy, which
could be used to aggregate underlying data. The enumeration of variables (one for each
contextual dimension) Domingues et al. (2011), Baltrunas & Ricci (2010), Oku et al. (2006)
are considered the simplest and the most extensively used approach.
Early works on context-aware computing concentrated on motivating and explaining how
contextual information are modeled and the technical aspects related to how to collect and
store contextual information. In this subsection, we present theoretical analysis on how
literature works have incorporated contextual information into recommendation process.
3.3 Obtaining Contextual Information in RS
In recent years, companies like Apple 2 can easily track the user’s location, which can be
important to the study of many Context-Aware RS. Unfortunately, Apple has been very
protective of its CARS related data and relevant research.
As far as the online music listening platform Spotify 3 is making context-aware recommen-
dation to its users (more than half a million users) based on time and location, but has
never released also any user data and any research work.
Consequently, how to obtain contextual data and effectively learn user’s preferences from
the data are considered very challenging for researchers of Context-Aware RS (Adomavicius
2. http ://www.apple.com
3. https ://www.spotify.com/
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Figure 3.1: The difference between the three forms of context uses (Ricci et al. 2010)
& Tuzhilin 2005, Ansari et al. 2000, Umyarov & Tuzhilin 2011, Oku et al. 2006, Yu et al.
2006, Aizenberg et al. 2012, Hariri et al. 2012a) . The lack of contextual data must be
previously regarded to designing any Context-Aware Recommender System.
Accordingly, it is very difficult for researchers (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2008, Verbert et al.
2012) to conduct research on Context-Aware Recommendation Systems without necessary
and enough data. The lack of real contextual data was and still the fundamental issue of
Context-Aware Recommendation Systems.
Several researchers and practitioners presented different ways to obtain contextual infor-
mation and can be broadly categorized into two types of approaches : Transaction-based
methods and Session-based methods. In the following subsections, we introduce these two
types of approach and discuss their advantages and their limits.
3.3.1 Transaction-based Methods
In this method, implicit transaction data are used. For instance, we can obtain geogra-
phical information from transaction location, and infer user’s preference from transactions
(Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005).
As described in Figure 3.1, the user preference estimation can take one of the three forms,
based on which the context is used :
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— Contextual pre-filtering (or contextualization of recommendation input) : As drawn in
(Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005), this recommendation form is based on the assumption
that information about to the current context c is used to construct or select the
relevant set of data records (i.e., ratings). Therefore, ratings can be predicted using
any traditional two-dimensional recommender system on the selected data.
— Contextual post-filtering (or contextualization of recommendation output) : In this
recommendation paradigm (presented in Figure 3.1b), contextual information is ini-
tially ignored, and the ratings are predicted using any traditional two-dimensional
recommender system on the entire data. Then, the resulting set of recommendations
is adjusted (contextualized) for each user using the contextual information.
— Contextual modeling : In this recommendation paradigm (presented in Figure 3.1c),
contextual information is used directly in the modeling technique as part of rating
estimation.
In this context, several recommendation algorithms (Ansari et al. 2000, Adomavicius &
Tuzhilin 2005, Umyarov & Tuzhilin 2011, Oku et al. 2006, Yu et al. 2006) have been propo-
sed based on a variety of heuristics and predictive modeling approaches. In heuristic-based
approaches, the traditional two-dimensional neighborhood-based approach (Breese et al.
1998, Sarwar et al. 2001) can be extended to the multidimensional case where contextual
information is included in a straightforward manner by using an n-dimensional distance
metric instead of the user-user or item-item similarity metrics.
On the other hand, some of model-based methods were directly extended to the multidi-
mensional case. For instance, Ansari et al. (2000) combined the information about users and
items into a single hierarchical regression-based Bayesian preference model that uses Mar-
kov Chain techniques in order to estimate its parameters. They showed that their proposed
two-dimensional technique outperforms some collaborative filtering methods.
Oku et al. (2006) incorporated additional contextual dimensions such as time directly into
recommendation space and used machine learning technique in order to provide restaurant
recommendations. Particularly, they used support vector machine classification method,
which considers the set of liked items and the set of disliked items of a user in various
contexts as two sets of vectors in an n-dimensional space. Then, they constructed a sepa-
rating hyperplane which maximizes the separation between the two data sets.
However, after data selection in contextual pre-filtering, the data sparsity increases. There-
fore, the system may not have sufficient data to make accurate recommendations (Adoma-
vicius & Tuzhilin 2005). Contextual post-filtering is faced with the same problem. In these
methods, the contextualization process requires defining a set of contexts which are not
personalized. Exact and detailed context can also lead to data sparsity, while generalized
context leads to inaccurate recommendations.
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Consequently, the following research questions are raised :
- Whether a recommendation method, that is able to overcome the data sparsity in context-
aware RS, could be developed ?
- Whether a recommendation method, that is able to define personalized contexts, could
be implemented ?
3.3.2 Session-based Models
In this method, active sessions are used. We can analyze the characteristics of the session
and make context-aware recommendations, if we know what items the user has chosen in
an ongoing session (e.g. browsing session, movies watching session).
Frequently, it is not possible for a recommendation system to obtain additional contextual
information. However, items chosen by the user in the current context are known (seed
items). Thus, if we assume that the context remains the same, the system can make context-
aware recommendations based on these seed items.
In this context, several methods (Aizenberg et al. 2012, Hariri et al. 2012a) are proposed to
make context-aware recommendations where a context is usually defined as an active and
continuous session with the system (e.g., a music listening session, a web browsing session).
- Non-personalized session-based methods :
Recommendations are based on the items chosen by the user in the current context (seed
items). The user’s general preference has little influence on the recommendations, thereby,
recommendations are not personalized. The same seed items would lead to the same re-
commendations (Hariri et al. 2012a).
- Personalized session-based methods :
Typically, each session is viewed as a mixture of topics. Each topic has unique item dis-
tributions. Thus, the principal task of session based methods is to identify the underlying
association between contexts, and to find similar contexts (sessions) based on the topic
mixture.
Most session-based methods are based on latent factors, which determine the characteristics
of topics (i.e., characteristics of a context) (Jin et al. 2006, Hariri et al. 2013, Blei et al.
2003, Zheleva et al. 2010).
3.4 Context Dimensions
The context could be considered as the trigger of the user preference change. As we already
mentioned, classic recommender systems ignore the contextual reasons behind the user
preference. Such missing link would lead to inaccurate recommendation, and exploiting it
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might results better personalized outputs. Context can be defined as set of dimensions that
can be used to characterize the situation of the user. It could be a location, time, activity
or companion that is considered relevant for improving recommendation.
In this Section, we presented the different dimensions of the context used in the literature.
3.4.1 Spatio-Temporal Dimension
The user’s behaviors are dynamic and continually changing since they are not only influen-
ced by their personal interests, but also by external factors such as the location and the
temporal context. For example, during normal working day, pizza restaurants and rent-a-
movie places might be a good recommendation as places to go. In contrast, open bars and
happy hours are of great interest to users during vacations period. Thus, the construction
of user profiles is a challenging task since it might be different during the various periods.
In Ji et al. (2015), authors proposed to track the changes of user interests’ over time
taking into account the long-term (user’s global interest) and short-term effects (distance
between items) as well as session term effect (user’s local interest in each session) in order
to recommend next-song music. Then the three time changing effects are joined up to
identify user’s present interest. Panayiotou et al. (2005) suggested dividing the day into
different time-zones according to the users daily routine and activities for each period.
Then, associate each users interest in a particular time zone with a set of weights. Doing
so allows the dynamic creation of the user profile based on the current time and activity
by applying the relevant weight set on his preferences. Similarly, Missaoui & Faiz (2014)
split the day into time slots that help to determine the information type to recommend
according two levels time of the day (morning, midday, afternoon, evening and night) and
Week day (workdays, vacations and public holidays).
In Liu, Zhao, Xiang & Yang (2010), authors improved the classic neighborhood based re-
commender systems by incorporating temporal information to adapt it to the changes in
both user and item characteristics over time. Also, they proposed a new algorithm for upda-
ting neighborhood similarities as new data are generated at each time step. Progression in
position localization techniques and the evolution of devices such as smart phones and other
mobile gadgets have enhanced the recommendations in many services and have launched a
new wave of research in the area of recommender systems.
Offering many opportunities, location-based recommendation system have vast applications
such as transportation, and tourism. Many online services like Foursquare and Facebook
have succeeded in improving their recommendations by using the users location-related
information. Obviously, users location histories contain a rich set of information reflecting
their preferences. In this context, Hariri et al. (2012b) introduced a new recommender
system of music MPlist that matches users context and the next song played. MPlist utilizes
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input sensors available in smart mobile devices (GPS and Wi-Fi) to collect raw data.
Location of the user is then deduced as either being indoor (e.g. office, home etc.) or out-
door, to play his favorite kind of music in that context based on the users previous listening
history in reference to the current context, other users listening preferences when in similar
context, and listening profiles of nearby users.
Mobile tourism applications which recommend attractions or tourist services is another
example that reflects the importance of location context. This kind of applications are
more focused on contextual information to determine the appropriateness of items because
of the extreme sparsity of user-item interactions since a user can only visit a limited number
of places. In Yuan et al. (2013), the authors introduced a place-to-go recommender. They
studied the impact of distance on users check-in behaviors. Assuming that human tend
to visit nearby Point-of-interest (POI) such as restaurants to their previous locations, and
their willingness to visit a POI decreases as the distance increases, they proposed a new
recommendation method. Indeed, the application proposed in Noguera et al. (2012) streams
progressively an interactive 3D map and provides the client with different categories of POIs
(cities, monuments, geographic features, etc.) according to the users geographical position
obtained via GPS. First, the introduced algorithm reduces the number of items considered
for the recommendation according to the users location. Then a distance based re-ranking
is applied to re-rank the previous top-N list according to the physical distance from the
user to each item.
3.4.2 Social Dimension
According to Adomavicius & Tuzhilin (2008), the social context in recommender systems
represents the presence and role of other people (either using or not using the application)
around the user, and whether the user is alone or in a group when using the application.
As the web 2.0 has developed and the number of users of social media has increased si-
gnificantly. Recommender Systems have increasingly incorporated social information (e.g.,
trusted and untrusted users, followed and followers, friends lists) to improve their preci-
sion since people tend to seek advice from their entourage before purchasing a product or
consuming a service. Thus, recent works such as (Ebrahimi & Golpayegani 2016, Yang et al.
2012, Sun et al. 2015, Seo et al. 2017) proposed new models and techniques to integrate
the social context into the recommendation process improving both the recommendation
quality and scalability and alleviate the data sparsity problem.
Ebrahimi & Golpayegani (2016) proposed a novel framework based on Collaborative Fil-
tering recommender system by making use of social network data for computing similarity
and neighbors set simultaneously without consideration of any rating history. Yang et al.
(2012) refined the Friends concept to Friends Circles and introduce a recommender system
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using the trust circles. In Sun et al. (2015) authors used the same approach and cluster
the users friends to obtain smaller groups with the similar tastes for generating good re-
commendations. Indeed, Seo et al. (2017) proposed a personalized recommender algorithm
based on friendship strength that recommends items (i.e., interests) to users by conside-
ring their tendency. The approach calculates the friendship strength by applying various
characteristics of big social data on Social Networks Systems and use it as the similarity
measure between users.
The work Guo et al. (2017) focused on social community discovery and friends recommen-
dation systems in social media. Using an unsupervised algorithm, the method models the
user relationship with other users through the multi-activities such as (tag, cofollow, com-
ment, colike, like and follow) and suggest new friends based on the strength of relationship
of the active user in his community.
3.4.3 Sentiments and Behaviors Dimensions
Emotions and feeling play an important role in our daily life decisions and activities. For
example, psychology researchers have proved that happy users used to make positive choices
such as shopping easier than sad users. But despite the sharp relation between emotions and
feelings, and decision making, the combination of the two research fields have been limited.
Therefore, emotions can be considered as a contextual factor. Few papers have introduced
the concept of sentiment analysis into recommendation systems. However, many works (e.g.
Narducci et al. (2015), Turrin et al. (2014)) highlighted the importance of considering the
users feelings.
Narducci et al. (2015) proposed a general architecture EA-CBRS for developing emotion
based recommender systems. The model includes an emotion analyzer for the content and
the users profile, what make it able to assign an emotional label to a natural language
text which can be extracted from social media or feedback. The model proposed in Turrin
et al. (2014) demonstrates that a lexicon based sentiment can improve the performance of
a music recommendation system. It extracts the users’ sentiments from sentences posted
on online social networks and then the music recommendation system suggests songs based
on the current users sentiment intensity.
In the literature, there are several works that exploit users ratings history in order to esti-
mate their preferences. Almost of these approaches involved collaborative filtering methods
(Wang, de Vries & Reinders 2008, Umyarov & Tuzhilin 2011).
Furthermore, due to the emergence and the prevalence of social networks, users are no
longer passive elements. They can now rate items, comment and suggest them to friends
through social networks. For instance, Jessica has listened to a musical extract, then she
makes several behaviors (e.g. she share and comment this extract in a social network). An
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effective prediction approach must estimate the degree of interestingness or the relevance
of this extract based on these interactions.
Obviously, user behavior is one of the most significant aspect to infer the users interests
and opinion about the item in RS and recently, supporting information-gathering users
behavior has been greatly studied (Bambia et al. 2015, Iwata et al. 2007).
Recommender systems (Lieberman 1995) are based on inferences made about user inter-
ests collected from their task environment for instance recently-viewed Web pages or the
contents of active desktop applications.
User interests modeling systems have typically process previous user search-related inter-
actions, explicit ratings history or reviews to predict user interests (Umyarov & Tuzhilin
2011).
3.5 Context-aware recommendation systems for TV contents
and movies recommendation
With the evolution of smart TVs and the growth of programs and contents number, hun-
dreds of channels from cable or satellite provider, along with great Internet-based content
providers like Netflix, Hulu, YouTube, are available to users. While there are hundreds
of channels with an abundance of programs, TV viewers usually switches the TV on and
surfs over channels to select the program to watch. They waste a lot of time browsing the
available options or end up watching a very limited number of channels.
Therefore, many famous television makers and content providers such as Google TV, Apple
TV, Sony TV and YouTube have increasingly adopted recommender systems. As ambiance
and situation might have an impact on the relevance of a TV content for the viewers, an ef-
fective context-aware system must take into account several types of contextual information
such as time, companions and users’ preferences.
Different architectures of personalized videos recommendation systems proposed in the lite-
rature were outlined by the survey presented by Asabere Asabere (2012). Likewise, several
Social TV offerings and platforms were implemented in last few years (e.g. Netflix, GetGlue,
GoogleTV, etc.), which allows the TV experience to move beyond the traditional confines
of entertainment into a more holistic media. Obviously, according to ”Netflix Challenges” 4,
Netflix algorithms draw on the item-based collaborative filtering method and Matrix Fac-
torization method to predict users′ preferences.
4. http ://www.netflixprize.com/
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3.5.1 Spatio-Temporal in TV content Recommendation
Obtaining location and time from users devices such as laptop, smartphone or even smart
TV has already become a global trend, since using the information that relates directly
to the users specific might improve the recommendation proposed. Examples include store
promotions, exhibition activity information, and TV programs.
In this context, Zong et al. (2017) obtained the geographic locations of the users and
matched them with their weather. Since weather can influence people behaviors and affect
their lives, the research analyzes whether people watch different genres of programs in
different weather conditions. This study presents the first analysis that looks at the interplay
between weather and watching TV. The correlations proved leave incorporating weather
into a context-aware recommender for future work.
Indeed, one of the most important factors that affect the users preferences : time. For
instance, watching TV depends on the temporal context (i.e., day of week and time of
day). For example, during weekdays the user prefer watching weather forecasts and news
while in the weekend he usually chooses to watch his favorite TV reality and talk shows.
Indeed, if a user like watching horror movies in the daytime. It would be irrelevant to
propose the film the conjuring at midnight.
Exploiting the advantage of using the temporal factor, Liu et al. (2016) designed a new
recommender system for smart TV. The system proposed solve a major problem for recom-
mendations systems which is data sparsity. In fact, it deduces the users interest distribution
based on the video co-occurrence in his watching lists and applies then a weight post-filtering
to temporal contextualize the top-N recommendation results.
Assuming that only a minor role is played by the characteristics (e.g., genre and sub-
genre) of the broadcast TV program, Turrin et al. (2014) limited the contextual parameters
integrated in the algorithm proposed to the users preferred time slots and channels. In the
same orientation, Oh et al. (2012) proposed a Time-Dependent method, grouping watch
log dataset, to create an efficient user profile for TV Recommendation based on time and
not based on user.
(Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010) implemented a time-aware collaborative model for movie
recommendation. Based on the assumption that recent ratings are more important than
historical ones, they incorporated temporal relevance using matrix factorization technique.
The temporal relevance fui(t) measures the relevance of each observed rating rui in order
to make recommendation to viewer u at time t, as defined in Equation 3.2.
fuiβ(t) = e−β(t−Tui) (3.2)
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Where β is the parameter controlling the decaying rate.
They used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique based on the loss function defi-
ned in Equation 3.3.
min
U,V
m∑
i=1
n∑
u=1
wui.(rui − u
T
i .vu)
2 + λ(||U ||2F + ||V ||
2
F ) (3.3)
Where wui is calculated as follows :
wui = 1 + fui
β(t) ∗ (wmax − 1) (3.4)
Oh et al. (2012) proposed a time-dependent recommendation technique. The construction
of the user profile is based on splitting each watch log into time slots and generating a
time-dependent profile for each time slot. Henceforth, when a recommendation is issued,
the system finds the corresponding profile based on the time stamp of the request. Then,
the similarity of video v and each video v′ in the corresponding profile is calculated based
on Pearson correlation coefficient between them, as defined in Equations 3.5.
similarity(v, v′) =∑
u′∈U (ru′v − rv) ∗ (ru′v′ − rv′)√∑
u′∈U (ru′v − rv)
2 ∗
√∑
u′∈U (ru′v′ − rv′)
2
(3.5)
3.5.2 Social Context in TV content Recommendation
Several studies (such as Groh et al. (2012), Lathia et al. (2008) and Groh & Ehmig (2007))
proved that social filtering (e.g. group recommendation) is an efficient approach to cope
with the sparseness problem in collaborative filtering. This is considerably for taste related
domain, such as TV, cinema and music, which are strongly influenced by friends. Moreover,
in contrast to other domains, profiling recommended TV shows is a hard task since TV
is usually shared by a group of person such as family, what make the recommendation
addressed to the group instead of individuals. Some previous works focused on the strength
of the social connections, while others studied trust and the influence of opinion leaders.
Since users in the same group have doubtlessly different preferences, and might also have
different tolerance levels to accept other members suggestions, Sun et al. (2017) introduced a
novel approach based on experts : persons which their characteristics can largely influence
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the preference of the whole group. Because users are interested in social media content
generated by their followees, the designed framework is composed of three components :
a preference model for social groups, a personal tolerance model, and a followee-based
preference model that uses external experts social behaviors, such as microblogs they posted
and their relationship with the group members.
Barraga´ns-Mart´ınez et al. (2009) introduced a personalized TV program recommendation
system. To solve first-rater, cold-start, sparsity and overspecialization problems, they pro-
posed a hybrid approach that combines content-filtering techniques with those based on
collaborative filtering and provides advantages of any social networks such as comments,
tags and ratings. They used vector space model to generate content-based recommenda-
tions. They used SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) to reduce the dimension of the active
item′s neighborhood, and to execute the item-based filtering with this low rank represen-
tation to generate its predictions.
(Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010) proposed a social network-based movie recommendation
technique. They used both collective matrix factorization and regularized matrix factori-
zation. The collective matrix factorization is used in order to jointly factorize the rating
matrix R (R = UT .V ) and the binary matrix G (R = ZT .V ) where guj = 1 if u and j are
friends, based on the following training objective function :
min
U,V,Z
∑
i,u
(rui − u
T
i .vu)
2 + α
∑
j,i
(guj − z
T
j .vu)
2
+λ(||U ||2F + ||V ||
2
F + ||Z||
2
F )
(3.6)
Where α is a parameter used to control the importance of the matrix G.
On the other hand, the regularized matrix factorization is used to incorporate similarity
between users and their friends based on the following network regularized matrix factori-
zation function :
min
U,V
m∑
i=1
n∑
u=1
(rui − u
T
i .vu)
2
+λ1(||U ||
2
F + ||V ||
2
F ) +
∑
i,j
Si,j ||vi − vj ||
2
F
(3.7)
Si,j equals to 1 if users i and j are friends, else Si,j equals to 0.
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3.5.3 Preferences in TV content Recommendation
User preferences are passing into the fundamental ingredient of recommender systems in
modern Web-based data-intensive applications. Since preferences are expressed differently
from one user to another and in one system from another, modeling user preferences has
been largely studied in recent years. Unfortunately, there is a need for more work and im-
provement to obtain the preferences, and the way they are integrated into recommendation
systems.
Antonelli et al. (2009) proposed a content-based recommender approach using the textual
descriptors associated to TV contents extracted from newspaper articles. They used matrix
factorization technique to associate textual descriptors to TV contents. Chang et al. (2013)
presented a TV program recommender framework integrating TV program content analysis
module (e.g. TV program basic content information, watching statistics information, etc.),
user profile analysis module (e.g. demographic information, watching histories, preferences)
and user preference learning module (e.g. preferences of user implicit and explicit network).
To filter available TV shows based on the user interests and preferences, the work of Chang
et al. (2013) came up with a framework that consists of TV program content analysis
module, user profile analysis module and user preference learning module that collects and
extracts users demographic information, watching histories, preference/Interest and social
relationship from social media and relevant organization. Users interests are deduced from
his experience using content-based filtering methods, implicit network (Users with similar
preference) and explicit network (friends/family/colleague) using the collaborative filtering
methods.
3.6 Conclusion
The concept of context-aware approaches in RS has been studied for several years. However,
most of the work on context-aware RS has been conceptual, where a certain method have
been developed and tested on some (often limited) data. The key issue here is the lack of
contextual data.
In this chapter, we focused on Context-Aware RS. We introduced existing methods for
modeling the context in RS, we draw on how contextual information are obtained and how
data sparsity or lack of data are tackled. Then, we highlighted the limitations of existing
Context-Aware RS :
- All the possible contexts used in Context-Aware RS are non-personalized which can lead
to inaccurate recommendations
- Existing context-aware approaches consider only the current time and the user location
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and ignore any additional contextual information on which users’ preferences may depend.
- Existing Context-Aware RS can not deal with data sparsity and can not generate accurate
recommendations on sparse data.
- Existing session-based Context-Aware RS can not achieve accurate user modeling and
accurate context modeling at the same time.
The limitations of CARS motivates for better context-aware recommendation methods. In
the following chapters, we propose new approach in order to improve existing Context-
Aware RS.
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4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we introduced the basic concepts and existing methods in CARS.
We presented the dimensions of the context used in the literature and draw on how they
are obtained and exploited.
Under these considerations, such needs remain unmet. How could we define the contextual
information on which users’ preferences depend ? How could we exploit such information
for improving personalized recommendation amongst a huge number of items ?
In this chapter, we propose a context-based approach that captures and models the current
context of the user for improving personalized items recommendation. In respect with this
captured context, a probabilistic model is proposed in order to estimate the relevance of
items.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we formalize the problems and the
limits related to context-aware approaches. Second, we present the proposed context-based
approach for improving items recommendation. Finally, we describe the conducted expe-
riments on real dataset crawled from a social TV platform, and the obtained results for
highlighting the effectiveness evaluation of the proposed approach.
4.2 Problem Formulation and Positioning
In this section, we define the problem of context-aware recommendation and we provide
an overview of terminology, techniques, and limitations related to the different types of
context-aware approaches.
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
The sheer volume of the available items often undermines the user ability to choose the
content that best fits her interests and that are perfectly adapted to her contexts. As
described in Section 3.2.3, CARS seem to be natural solution for this problem. However,
differently from other classic recommendation scenarios (e.g. books), there are other sys-
tems that require a more personalized recommendation in which the relevance of items is
sensitive to several contextual information or context elements.
This is considerably important for RS in which the relevance of the items is sensitive to
several contexts, and in which content-based recommendation is not accurately predicted
since the content of the same item is changing daily.
In CARS field, the context is generally defined as a set of conditions or circumstances which
affect the decision of the user in order to improve items recommendation (McKechnie 1983,
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Bazire & Bre´zillon 2005a).
Example 4.2.1. In this example, we are interested in TV recommendation. Therefore,
we define the current viewing context as the set of circumstances related to the actual
environment of the user that may influence his/her preferences. For example, on weekdays
morning a user might prefer to watch world news (e.g. CNN or BBC) in the morning, the
stock market report on weekends, and movies’ reviews on Friday night.
In our work, we define the current context as the set of circumstances related to the actual
environment of the user and that may influence his/her preferences. Therefore, we argue
that contextual information consists of the following attributes :
- Time : indicates when the movie can be or has been seen,
- Location : represents the actual location of the viewer.
However, TV content recommendation is arguably more challenging, since TV programs
content is changing daily. Though being interested with the whole program, a viewer might
not prefer the actual content. In such a way, the relevance of TV content is sensitive to
several contexts.
Further, there are several contextual information that may influence the viewer preferences
such as :
- Weather : represents the actual weather of the viewer,
- Occasion : represents the event existing in the calendar of the viewer in the actual time
slot (e.g. workout, meeting, Christmas),
- DayOfWeek : has values Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun.
In order to integrate these contexts, we have to consider two properties :
- Genericity (or Genericness) : The genericity means in this case the possibility for a
model to provide parametrized modules or types. The genericity of the context elements
must also be considered. In such a way, we can integrate any additional contextual attribute
in generic way.
- Independence : Each contextual information can have a complicated structure reflecting
complex nature. Therefore, the independence between the context elements must be treated
in the recommender process.
The question that arises here in this case is : How to integrate independently and in a
generic way any additional contextual information ?
Otherwise, user-cold start problem occurs when the system that does not have enough
information (e.g. ratings, and browsing history) about a new user or a new item, and thus
it is not able to provide the user with accurate recommendations or to reliably recommend
the new item to any user (See. Section 2.4). Actually, a more challenging task is how to
improve the recommendation accuracy for the new (or rarely rated) items and the new
users (Schein et al. 2002).
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For CARS, this problem is named context-cold start problem. For the newly released items
and the old ones that are rarely viewed by users in such a context, it is difficult for the
standard recommendation approaches such as collaborative filtering approach to provide
accurate recommendations.
On the other hand, sparsity problem is also considered as the most challenging problems in
RS. If the recommender system is based on explicit data, each user has to rate a sufficient
number of items before the system can learn the user’s preferences. However, in reality,
most users are reluctant to provide ratings, and typically rate only a small proportion of
the available items. Therefore, the dataset is sparse.
Consequently, having new contextual situations or not enough contextual information, a
crucial question is : How accurate context-aware recommendations can be produced in the
despite the cold-start situations and the data sparsity ?
4.2.2 Limits of Context-Aware Approaches
As we have already shown in Section 3.2.3, many context-aware approaches have been
proposed in the literature such as the pre-filtering and post-filtering approaches.
Unfortunately, most of these approaches have been conceptual, where certain methods have
been developed and tested on some and often limited data.
Obviously, most existing context-aware approaches (Ricci et al. 2015, Macedo et al. 2015,
Turrin et al. 2014, Hariri et al. 2014) did not exploit all the elements of the context to
predict users’ preferences. They consider only two- dimensional representation – in every
case only the current time and location are considered. However, as highlighted above there
are several contextual information on which users’ preferences undoubtedly depend (e.g.
the actual weather and occasion).
Example 4.2.2. Taking Spotify 1 as an example, it is one of the most popular music re-
commendation systems. Spotify is a Swedish music, podcast, and video streaming service,
launched in October 2008, that provides digital rights managementprotected content from
record labels and media companies.
The user playlists vary from week to week, presumably reflecting the shifting musical pre-
ferences of the user. Since contextual data is becoming more and more important in the
refining of musical recommendations, Spotify recommendations is based also on the user’s
mood (or listening occasion) such as workout, exams period and party. To each mood, the
system assigns a playlist.
However, as highlighted in Figure 4.1, this is the user who must manually set her moods in
order to reach the associated playlist.
1. https ://www.spotify.com/
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Figure 4.1: An example of a recommendation based on users’ moods generated by Spotify
On the one hand, most of the proposed approaches (Oh et al. 2012, Antonelli et al. 2009,
Barraga´ns-Mart´ınez et al. 2009, Chang et al. 2013, Asabere 2012) draw on collaborative- ba-
sed filtering and content-based techniques. They also have few consideration about solving
recommender problems (e.g. no items seen by a new user known as “cold-start problem”,
and not enough co-rated items with other users with similar preferences known as “sparsity
problem”).
Overall, while there is a substantial amount of research on cold-start in traditional RS,
only little research has been conducted on context-start problems in CARS. In the field of
traditional RS, most of the proposed approaches (Pyo et al. 2013, Turrin et al. 2014, Oh
et al. 2012, Antonelli et al. 2009, Chang et al. 2013, Asabere 2012) solved this problem by
applying collaborative methods with latent factors, such as matrix factorization.
However, in CARS, these methods are not always effective since other recommender pro-
blems might occur (e.g. no items seen by a new user or a user with new context known as
“cold-start problem”, and not enough no similar contexts known as “sparsity problem”).
4.2.3 Research Questions
In this research, we propose a personalized context-based approach that captures and mo-
dels the current context of the user. In respect with this context, the proposed probabilistic
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model estimates the relevance of available items. This model integrates several contextual
information independently and in a generic way.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach providing the integration of several
context elements and enabling the integration of any additional contextual information.
Our approach considers also context-cold start and context sparsity problems.
This research explores probabilistic models field to answer to these questions :
1. How to integrate independently and in a generic way any additional information related
to the current context of the target user in order to improve items recommendation ?
2. How to overcome context-cold start and data (or context) sparsity problems ?
4.3 Context-based Model
In this section, we present the proposed context-based model which aims to exploit the ac-
tual contextual information of the target user in order to improve items recommendation.
To explain our model in a simple and unified way, we take the case of movies recommen-
dation.
In this case, we refer to the set of viewers as U and to the set of videos as V . V (u) represents
the set of videos viewed by user u, and U(v) represents the set of users which have viewed
video v.
L may link a viewer u and a video v. L represents the context in which user u has viewed
video v. Let C be the set of elements of the viewing context, cuv ∈ C is the viewing context
of u in which he viewed video v.
A model describes data that one could observe from a system. Therefore, our first aim is
to model the context of the user. In our case, the viewing context cuv is represented as a
set of properties cuv{c1uv, . . . , cmuv} (i.e. time slot, the location, the week day, the weather
and the occasion).
Example 4.3.1. For example, Jessica regularly watched romantic movies on weekend night.
However, this weekend she woke up early and decided to watch TV. Intuitively, Jessica’s
viewing rating is decided by both her preferences and her current context. Her current
context is cJessica = {location= London Soho, time slot= 08-09, weekday= Saturday,
weather= 9◦, occasion= weekend night}. Jessica’s interests will be reflected from other
users’ preferences in similar contexts.
Consequently, our second aim is to estimate the relevance (i.e. the rating) of items in respect
with the actual context of the user. In our case, we aim to predict the relevance of a video
v in respect with the actual context of Jessica based on ratings of users which watched v
in similar contexts.
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Under these considerations, a probabilistic model is defined as a statistical analysis tool
that estimates, on the basis of past or historical data, the probability of an event occurring
again (Robertson & Sparck Jones 1988, Robertson & Zaragoza 2009). It is a formalism of
Information Retrieval useful to derive ranking functions that aim to rank matching items
according to their relevance in respect with a given user needs.
Accordingly, we propose a probabilistic model that estimates the probability of finding if
an item v is relevant to a context cu. In other words, the model quantitatively captures
contextual information in order to mine users’ preferences in certain contexts. The goal of
this model is to estimate the relevance of the target video v for the target user u given his
current context cu{c1u, . . . , cmu}. Then, we aim to predict Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) which is the
conditional probability that the rating of the target user u on video v is equal to value k,
given the current context cu of user u. cu represents the current context of viewer u. In
such a way, videos with high probabilities will be recommended to viewer u.
By considering all dimensions of the context, the probability Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) can be
written as Pr(ruv = k|c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu}).
We consider the dynamic change of viewer preferences according to his current context
considering the context-based model. We aim to estimate the relevance of video v for user
u given his current context cu. This probability can be estimated as the relevance of video
v for viewers having approximately the same viewing context than u.
Inverse probability (i.e. Bayes rule) allows us to infer unknown quantities, adapt our models
and make predictions from data related to contextual information. Therefore, based on
Bayes rule, Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) could be factorized as follows :
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu})
=
Pr(c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu}|rv = k)× Pr(rv = k)
Pr(c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu})
(4.1)
Because this probability depends on the context elements’ values rather than the user u,
we drop the subscript u in ruv for simplification.
Moreover, we assume that context properties are all independent from each others. In pro-
bability theory, two variables are independent if the realization of one does not affect the
probability distribution of the other.
The concept of independence expands to dealing with collections of more than two random
variables, in such a way they are pairwise independent if each pair is independent of each
other, and they are mutually independent if each event is independent of each other com-
bination of events.
Two variables A and B are independent if their joint probability equals the product of their
probabilities :
Pr(A ∩B) = Pr(A)× Pr(B) (4.2)
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Then, based on the probabilistic independence theory, Pr(ruv = k|cu{c1u, . . . , cmu}) can be
written as follows :
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu})
=
m∏
i=1
Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k)× Pr(rv = k)
Pr(ci = ciu)
(4.3)
where ci is the element i of the current context.
We assume that Pr(ci = ciu) is uniform. Thus this probability can be estimated as follows :
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu})
∝
m∏
i=1
Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k)× Pr(rv = k)
(4.4)
On the one hand, Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k) represents the conditional probability that the video
v was watched within a context element ci equals to the actual user context cui, knowing
that the rating given for v is equal to k.
As described in Equation 4.5, this probability could be estimated by calculating the ratio
between the number of times the video v was watched views where ratings on video v that
equal to k and the context element ci equals to the actual user context cui, and the number
of times the video v was watched where ratings on video v are equal to k.
m∏
i=1
Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k) =
m∏
i=1
|rv = k, c = ciu|
|rv = k|
(4.5)
where |rv = k, ci = ciu| represents the number of ratings equal to k given to video v and
where u’s viewing context item is ciu, and |rv = k| is the number of views of v where the
ratings are equal to k regardless the viewing context.
On the other hand, Pr(rv = k) represents the probability of having a rating equal to k for
video v. It can be estimated as the ratio between the number of ratings equal to k given to
video v, and the total number of ratings on video v.
Pr(rv = k) =
|rv = k|
|rv|
(4.6)
where |rv = k| is the number of ratings on video v that equal to value k, and |rv| is the
number of ratings on v.
However, Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) could be equal to 0 if there are no views’ ratings equal to
k for all context elements, and Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) could be equal to 1 if all ratings are
equal to k in all contexts. In this case, it is required to not assign low probability (zero
probability) to unseen contexts or ratings, or strong (probability = 1) probability with all
seen contexts.
Smoothing the maximum likelihood model is extremely important when estimating a mo-
del based on a limited amount of data. The term smoothing refers to the adjustment of
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the maximum likelihood estimator in order to produce more accurate probabilities and to
solve data sparsity (Zhai & Lafferty 2001, Chen & Goodman 1996). The name smoothing
is centered around the fact that these techniques tend to make distributions more uniform
by adjusting probabilities and improving the accuracy of the model.
In the literature, there are several works that focused on the issue of smoothing accuracy,
such as Jelinek-Mercer (Jelinek & Mercer 1980), Dirichlet (Smucker & Allan 2005), and
Laplace (Chandra & Gupta 2011).
A smoothing method may be as simple as adding an extra count, which is called additive
smoothing or Laplace smoothing. Recent studies have proven that additive smoothing tech-
nique (Chandra & Gupta 2011) is more effective than other methods in several retrieval
tasks such as language models and RS (Hazimeh & Zhai 2015, Valcarce et al. 2016), for
solving strong probabilities problem particularly for small size of training samples.
In our case, we choose to use this technique, in such a way, we pretend we have seen each
n − gram times more than we have. Therefore, for estimating Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k), we
assume that we have seen each ’rv = k, c = ciu’ one more time, and that we have seen
’rv = k’ nci more times, as shown in Equation 4.7.
m∏
i=1
Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k) =
m∏
i=1
|rv = k, c = ciu|+ 1
|rv = k|+ nci
(4.7)
Where nci is the number of possible values for each context element. For estimating
Pr(rv = k), we assume that we have seen each ’rv = k’ one more time, and we have seen
’rv’ nr more times, as shown in Equation 4.8.
Pr(rv = k) =
|rv = k|+ 1
|rv|+ nr
(4.8)
where nr is the number of possible rating values.
4.4 Experimental Setup
In this section, we introduce the experiments conducted on real data set crawled from a
Social TV platform. First, we present the objectives behind these experiments. Second, we
define the framework evaluation of our approach. Then, we present the evaluation protocols
in which we define the evaluation metrics and the baseline models to which our approach
is compared. Afterward, we interpret the obtained results. Finally, we describe and per-
form the carried out studies on context elements impact and on recommendation problems
resolution.
The aims of these experiments are :
1. Evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed context-based approach ;
2. Evaluating the impact of each context element ;
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3. Evaluating the ability of the proposed approach to solve context cold start and sparsity
problems ;
4. Evaluating the effectiveness of integrating several contextual information by drawing up
a comparison study between the proposed approach and some approaches of state-of-the
art.
4.4.1 Evaluation Framework
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed context-based approach for
improving items recommendation. Particularly, we conduct an effectiveness evaluation using
real data collected from Pinhole 2 social TV platform. This dataset includes viewer-video
access history and viewers’ friendship networks.
We expanded an existing social TV system based on the proposed approach in order to
perform the personalized content recommendation in a context-aware environment.
Pinhole is an innovative platform for social television to improve the TV viewing experience
and help producers reach more audience online.
The idea of the startup was conceived in 2012, with the goal of delivering a technology that
enables the user to interact with live shows. Officially, the startup launched its product
after 7 months of software development. It has accumulated more than 400K users during
its first 3 months.
Pinhole offers a social media application layer which enables the connection with established
social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+ 3, etc. It enables the users to
watch VOD (Video On Demand) content and to interact with shows and TV programs.
On the other hand, it allows marketers to target users through ads and coupons directly
relating to the content seen on TV and VOD.
Over the last two years, Pinhole has also started pitching its product to potential advertising
clients with great feedback. With such large success in Tunisia, Pinhole management is
looking outside the country for expansion, with the goal of reaching the whole MENA
region by 2014.
The number of people who are in the process of watching television on their second screen
(Laptop / Tablet) is currently increasing in the Arab world, which justifies the interest to
address this kind of audience and provide them relevant contents perfectly adapted to their
consumption patterns.
We collected a sample of data consisting of 16,000 users, 81,000 TV shows and 721,121,391
views. The statistics of these data are displayed in Table 4.1.
2. www.pinhole.tn
3. https ://plus.google.com/
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Statistics Quantity
Number of users 16,000
Number of TV shows 81,000
Number of views 721,121,391
Number of social interactions 3,440,218
Average number of friends per user 124
Table 4.1: Statistics of the dataset used in the conducted experiments
4.4.2 Evaluation Protocol
In Pinhole system, the user can rate a viewed video from 1 to 5 representing the number of
stars. However, almost of viewers do not rate all viewed videos. Since an unknown rating
implies that we have no explicit information about the user’s preferences, we could not rely
on explicit ratings of viewers to measure the relevance of each item.
Therefore, we assume that the relevance of a video v watched by a viewer u could be
estimated based on the amount of time he/she has watched v, as opposed to videos that
he/she clicks and then abandon. We estimate the user rating ruv according to the time
spent watching a TV show :
ruv =
Number of minutes viewer u watched video v
Number of minutes in video v
(4.9)
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we adopt cross-validation
technique and focus on two recommendation tasks.
The first one is the video list recommendation task where we evaluate MAP. The second
one is a video rating prediction task in which the accuracy metrics are MAE and RMSE.
On the other hand, we conducted experiments in order to study the impact of context
elements in improving recommendation. We considered the location, time slot, weekday,
weather and occasion in our context-based model. We studied and tested also the ability
of our model to solve cold-start and sparsity problems.
We compare our approach with Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) (Liu, Cao, Zhao
& Yang 2010) and Time-Dependent Profile (TDP) (Oh et al. 2012).
4.4.3 Effectiveness of the Context-based Approach
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we adopt cross-validation
technique. We used the Mean Average MAP (MAP), MAE and RMSE evaluation metrics.
We perform 5-fold cross-validation. In each fold, 80% of videos was randomly selected as
the training set and remaining 20% as the testing set. The evaluation focused on two
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recommendation tasks.
The first one is the video list recommendation task where we evaluate the MAP. Then, we
assess if the recommended videos with high probabilities were really viewed by the target
user u. We used MAP of top x (x = 5, 10, 15, 20) recommendations.
The second one is a video rating prediction task in which the accuracy metrics are MAE
and RMSE computed respectively in Equation 2.12 and Equation 2.13 in Section 2.5.2.
Table 4.2 represent the obtained evaluation results of the proposed model in terms of
MAP@x (x = 5, 10, 15, 20), MAE and RMSE.
The different values of MAP@x demonstrate that our model accurately predicts the rele-
vance of videos. Obviously, MAP@x are all more than 60%, which means that most of the
relevant videos are ranked among the top x ones.
MAE is 0.616 (less than 100%), which means that there are little differences between the
predicted ratings and real ones. The RMSE 0.62 (less than 100%), which means that there
are not large emphasized errors.
MAP@5 MAP@10 MAP@15 MAP@20 MAE RMSE
0.622 0.641 0.653 0.68 0.616 0.628
Table 4.2: Results on the effectiveness of our approach in terms of MAP@x (x=5, 10, 15, 20),
MAEs and RMSEs
4.4.4 Context Elements Impact
We study the impact of each element of the viewing context. In other words, we evaluate
the importance of each context element in prediction performance. In this study, we realize
two experimental tasks :
(1) The first one is based on removing only one context element : We implement 5 ins-
tances of our model. In each instance, we removed one context element. Then, we evaluate
MAP@10 of each model instance.
The first column of Table 4.3 indicates the context element that was removed in each
instance, the second column indicates the new MAP@10 calculated after removing it, and
the third column represents the impact calculated as follows :
Impact =
New MAP@10−Ancient MAP@10
Ancient MAP@10
× 100 (4.10)
Table 4.3 shows that all the context elements are essential for the prediction model. The
most important ones are location, time slot and occasion. We notice that if we eliminate
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Context element MAP@10 Impact %
Location 0.251 -61
Time Slot 0.28 -56
Week day 0.384 -40
Weather 0.373 -42
Occasion 0.31 -52
Table 4.3: Studying the impact of eliminating each context element on the prediction perfor-
mance of our context-based model in terms of MAP@10
Context element MAP@10 Impact %
Location 0.052 -91
Time Slot 0.064 -90
Week day 0.017 -97
Weather 0.03 -95
Occasion 0.022 -96
Table 4.4: Studying the impact of keeping only one context element on the prediction perfor-
mance in terms of MAP@10
the location or the time slot from the model, MAP decreases by more than 13%.
However, MAP decreases at most by 3% for week day, the weather and the occasion. The-
refore, we note that viewers’ preferences are more context-sensitive to location and time slot.
(2) The second task consists in keeping only one context element : In each instance, we
keep only one context element. Then, we evaluate MAP@x for each model instance.
Table 4.4 reveals the obtainedMAP@10 and the impacts for each considered instance. The
first column appoints the context element that was dropped. The second one indicates the
obtainedMAP@10 after eliminating the corresponding element. The third column indicates
the impact of keeping only a context element on MAP (Equation 4.10).
The negative results (impacts) demonstrate that all the context elements are significant
for improving the prediction model. The most important ones are location and time slot.
Obviously, if we keep only the location or the time slot from the model, MAP decreases by
more than 34%.
However, MAP decreases at most by 39% for week day, the weather and the occasion.
Therefore, we note that viewers’ preferences are more context-sensitive to location and
time slot.
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MAE RMSE
10% 0.617 0.62
20% 0.623 0.628
30% 0.628 0.72
40% 0.66 0.73
50% 0.71 0.76
60% 0.73 0.80
70% 0.782 0.815
Table 4.5: Evaluating the performance of the proposed context-based approach in terms of
MAEs and RMSEs at different sizes of testing set
4.4.5 Resolution of Data Sparsity Problem
The quality of collaborative filtering recommendations is extremely dependent on the spar-
sity of available data which encounters when there are many missing values. Generally, data
sparsity arises due to the fact that users only rate a small portion of items (See. Section 2.4).
In this study, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our model at various levels of data
sparsity. Thus, we randomly divided the viewer/video pairs of our dataset into n = 10
groups. We then vary the portion of sets to be considered for training data from 10% to
70%. These sets are randomly selected. Finally, we measured the MAE and the RMSE
for each set.
Table 4.5 compares the obtained MAE and RMSE when testing sets from 10% to 70%.
As it is clearly shown the MAEs and RMSEs increase at a much slower space, and they
are not affected by data sparsity.
4.4.6 Resolution of Cold-start Problem
Cold-start refers to the issue that accurate recommendations are expected for new users
whereas they often rate only a few items that are difficult to reveal their preferences (See.
Section 2.4). We conducted experiments to test the ability of our model to solve viewer
cold start recommendation problem. The cold start problem occurs when a new user has
no seen videos. We simulate the cold start for each user in the dataset.
We did not take into account the target viewer ratings in the training set. However, we
considered the actual contextual information of the user.
The obtainedMAE and RMSE for this test are respectively 0.714 and 0.738. The obtained
results show the significant improvement of our model in resolving cold-start problem.
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4.4.7 Comparison Results
We compare the proposed approach with Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) (Liu,
Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010) and Time-Dependent Profile (TDP) (Oh et al. 2012) in terms of
MAP , MAE and RMSE. These approaches are described in details in Section /refCon-
textRS. In the following, we explain how we implemented these approaches.
- Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) (Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010) :
We implemented a collaborative model based a matrix factorization technique. Then, we
incorporated the temporal relevance which is associated in our case to the time stamp of
viewing a video (time context).
- Time-Dependent Profile (TDP) (Oh et al. 2012) : To implement this approach, we
build for each user a time-dependent profile. The construction of the user profile is based
on splitting each watch log into time slots and generating a time-dependent profile for each
time slot. Therefore, when a recommendation is issued, the system finds the corresponding
profile based on the time stamp of the request. In other words, we return the list of videos
having the same categories of the those watched in this time stamp.
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 report the MAP s, MAEs and RMSEs of all comparison models
discussed above. As shown in Figure 4.2, the proposed model significantly outperforms all
compared approaches in terms of MAP of top 5 to top 20. It outperforms TCF model by
more than 40% and outperforms the TDP model by 36%.
Figure 4.2 presents results on accuracy of rating prediction in terms of RMSE and MAE.
We note that our model also outperforms the prediction accuracy of all baseline models
in terms of MAE and RMSE. Our model outperforms the prediction accuracy of TCF
model by more than 0.15 and outperforms the TDP model by 0.20.
In the case of the RMSE, the result implies that our recommendation approach performs
better personalized recommendation to viewers who are faced with specific contexts, com-
pared to the time-aware models. We note that our recommendation approach, compared to
the time-aware models, provides better personalized recommendation to viewers who face
with specific contexts. These results demonstrate that, in temporal-based models, the ra-
tings’ matrix are more sparse and that using only a specific temporal feature (time context)
increases the sparsity problem.
On the one hand, we test the ability of the other approaches to solve data sparsity comparing
to the Context-based approach. Table 4.6 compares the MAE and RMSE of our model
when testing sets vary from 10% to 70%. As it can be expected, the general behavior of
all the approaches is the same. The effectiveness of the other approaches is correlated with
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Figure 4.2: Comparing the performance of the proposed context-based model with time-aware
models in terms of MAP
Figure 4.3: Comparing the performance of the proposed context-based model with time-aware
models in terms of MAEs and RMSEs
Time-aware Collaborative
Filtering (TCF)
Time-Dependent
Profile (TDP)
Context-based approach
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
10% 0.792 0.76 0.85 0.84 0.617 0.62
20% 0.802 0.80 0.89 0.842 0.623 0.628
30% 0.921 0.83 0.93 0.86 0.628 0.72
40% 0.93 0.84 0.96 0.87 0.66 0.73
50% 0.97 0.921 0.97 0.871 0.71 0.76
60% 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.73 0.80
70% 0.98 0.982 0.98 0.98 0.782 0.815
Table 4.6: Comparing the performance of the proposed context-based approach with time-
aware models in terms of MAEs and RMSEs at different sizes of testing set
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MAE RMSE
Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) 0.803 0.81
Time-Dependent Profile (TDP) 0.89 0.842
Context-based approach 0.714 0.738
Table 4.7: Comparing our approach effectiveness in resolving context-cold start problem with
different baselines in terms of MAEs and RMSEs
the size of the training data.
However, the results show clearly that the MAEs of our model are consistently lower than
those of baseline models. In addition, we observe that matrix factorization techniques are
highly affected by data sparsity.
For instance, the MAEs of TCF model increases by 0.17 from 0.61 when the testing set
increases from 10% to 70%, whereas the MAEs and RMSEs of our model increases at a
much slower space. During the test of sparsity in TCF model, we noted that the ratings’
matrix is sparse since there are missing ratings. Therefore, using only temporal feature (i.e.
time) to predict users’ preferences alleviates the sparsity problem against missing temporal
data.
On the other hand, we compare the ability of the our model with the other approaches to
resolve cold-start and sparsity problems. Table 4.7 shows the significant improvement of
our model compared to the TCF and TDP models in terms of MAE and RMSE. This is
due to the fact that CF techniques cannot make recommendation to new viewers because
they cannot find similar viewers.
This is due to the fact that CF techniques cannot make recommendation to new viewers
because they cannot find similar viewers.
Additionally, our model outperforms SNMF model in terms ofMAE and RMSE by more
than 0.15. This is due to the fact that matrix factorization techniques can not integrate
features other than temporal feature, which increases to solve cold start problem.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the proposed context-based approach. The aim of our ap-
proach is to estimate the relevance of items in respect with the actual context of the user.
In our work, we defined the user’s context as the set of circumstances related to the actual
environment of the user and that may influence his/her preferences. Therefore, we exploit
and integrate several contextual information namely time, location, occasion and weekday
independently and in generic way. We proposed a probabilistic model in order to predict
the relevance of items in respect with these contextual information.
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We evaluated the effectiveness of the Context-based approach using real data and imple-
mented our approach in an existing social TV recommender system. We studied the impact
of each element of the viewing context on the prediction accuracy.
Moreover, we conducted experiments in order to test the ability of our approach to solve
data sparsity and cold start problems. The obtained results through these studies show the
effectiveness of our model despite a slower space and missing data.
We compared our approach with Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) and Time-
Dependent Profile (TDP) which integrate only temporal context. The evaluation provi-
ded encouraging results comparing to time-aware methods in terms of MAP , MAE and
RMSE.
Our approach is different from previous related work in at least three aspects :
- We integrate several context elements in the contrast of previous approaches that used
only time and location contexts.
- The additional contextual information are integrated in generic way independently of their
complex and different structures.
- We deal with user cold start and sparsity problems using smoothing techniques.
In the previous section, we have tried to integrate social influence among users in the pro-
posed approach. We evaluated the impact of integrating social influence and the context in
improving recommendation.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we proposed a probabilistic model that integrates the actual context
of the viewer in order to improve TV content recommendation. The aim was to integrate
several context elements independently and in a generic way.
However, another important context dimension that may play an important role in re-
commendation. Obviously, social relationships are found beneficial for such RS (Ma 2014,
Krishnan et al. 2014, Yang et al. 2014, Groh & Ehmig 2007). Obviously, friends may in-
fluence each other and may tend to exhibit similar preferences.
For instance, in the context of TV recommendation, a user might prefer to watch world
news (e.g. CNN 1 or BBC 2) in the morning with colleagues, and movies recommended by
friends on weekends.
In our work, we refer to social context the influence of the crowd (e.g. interactions with
friends or family members presence) around a user.
In this chapter, we propose to integrate the social influence with the proposed context-
aware model. Our approach differs from the previous works in at least two aspects :
- We jointly integrate social influence with contextual information.
- We deal with social cold start and social sparsity problems.
We conduct a comprehensive effectiveness of our model on a real dataset. Then, we introduce
the social influence realm in RS. In Section 5.2, we formalize the problems behind integrating
social aspects in the recommendation process and define the limits of related work. In
Section 5.3, we present the proposed social-based model and the whole approach. Then,
we describe the conducted experiments on real dataset crawled from a social TV platform,
and the obtained results. Finally, we describe our elaborated studies on the effect of social
influence and on solving recommender problems.
5.2 Problem Formulation and Positioning
In this section, we present the social realm in RS. Then, we provide some limits and issues
behind using social context into the recommender process.
5.2.1 Motivation
Due to the emergence and the prevalence of social networks, users can now rate items,
comment and suggest them to friends through social networks. These social interactions
1. www.cnn.com/
2. www.bbc.com/news
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are found beneficial for such RS.
Ascribed in Section 2.3.4, Groh et al. (2012) and Groh & Ehmig (2007) found that there is
a correlation between items selected by a user and those selected by her friends (i.e. friends
share some common interests or friends may influence each other) and propose to exploit
these interactions, known as social context, for item recommendations.
This realm commonly appears in taste domains such as TV, music and cinema, where users’
preferences are highly influenced by their social environment or their social context. The
social context considers the crowd (e.g. friends’ interactions) around the user. For example,
a viewer may often invite his/her friends to watch TV content together.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, many studies (such as (Groh et al. 2012), (Jameson 2004b),
(Lathia et al. 2008), (Ma 2014), (Krishnan et al. 2014), (Yang et al. 2014) and (Groh
& Ehmig 2007)) proved that SF techniques, which exploit the social context in order to
improve prediction models. Therefore, these studied the social influence, a social filtering
technique, and proved that it may definitely cope with collaborative filtering issues and
improve items recommendation.
In our work, we define the social context the influence of the crowd (e.g. interactions with
friends or family members presence) around a viewer on his preferences.
The questions, that arise here, are : How can we measure the social influence between users
and their friends based on social interactions ? Does this social influence depend only on
the number of social interactions between such a user and her friends ? How can we trust
this measured social influence ? How can we consider and integrate the social context in the
recommendation process, and particularly, in our probabilistic approach ?
On the other hand, using SF techniques might breed to what is called ”‘New social connec-
tion”’ or ”‘Social cold-start”’ problem. As mentioned in Section 2.4, this problem occurs
when recommendations may get biased if a user has a very small social network or if she
has no connections. Therefore, every social recommendation would be generated based on
the activity of just one user.
Another problem occurs when integrating social aspects, called ”‘Social Sparsity”’ problem
which occurs where the user have no sufficient connections or interactions.
Consequently, such need remains unmet. How to overcome to social sparsity and social-cold
start problems ?
5.2.2 Limits of Social Filtering Techniques
As previously shown (see. Section 2.3.4), many works (Zhu et al. 2011, Brocco, Groh & Fors-
ter 2010, Brocco & Groh 2009, Liu & Aberer 2013, Ma et al. 2011) have been proposed to
incorporate the social influence into recommendation models. Unfortunately, most of these
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approaches used commonly matrix factorization techniques incorporate social influence in
heuristic way.
Despite the fact that matrix factorization techniques are commonly used by almost works,
they are considered as the most complex techniques. This is due to their major drawback
related to the non-convexity scheme. As a result, there is in general no algorithm that is
guaranteed to compute the desired factorization.
In addition,, we are in the presence of different possible contexts that the user may expe-
rience (e.g. interactions). Although the wealth of information gathered by users in social
networks, most existing systems did not exploit real-time users’ interactions (e.g. social
interactions on TV shows with friends) to predict their preferences.
The proposed approaches are restricted to exploit similar ratings with other users in a static
way. Matrix factorization techniques fail to consider the structure in the data, such as the
nature of interactions between users and their friends (Aleksandrova et al. 2014, Lazar &
Doncescu 2009, Porteous et al. 2010).
Moreover, when the formed groups (or networks) are large, the strong assumption of pair-
wise influence in a group may not be true. The existing approaches used by these systems
have also few considerations about solving recommender problems (e.g. no information
about a new user known as ”cold-start problem”) which are the major cause of reducing
RS performance. Then, users’ preferences may change according to his/her interactions
with friends. Obviously, a viewer might like horror movies while being with his friends,
whereas, he might prefer comedy when being with his family.
On the other hand, the matrix factorization techniques fail to jointly exploit contextual
information and social information.
Consequently, an effective recommender system must exploit the rich environment of users,
capture all their social behaviors, and analyze all the user context and its change by consi-
dering cold start and sparsity problems.
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Ref.
Content-
based filtering
Collaborative-
filtering
Social-filtering
Matrix
factorization
Integrating
temporal or
location
factor
Integrating other
context elements
Sparsity
problem
Cold start
problem
(Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010, Gantner et al. 2010) − + − + + − − −
Martinez2009 − + − + + − − −
Turrin et al. (2014), Oh et al. (2012) + − − − + − − −
(Pyo et al. 2013) − + − − + − − −
(Barraga´ns-Mart´ınez et al. 2009) + + − + − − − −
(Chang et al. 2013) − + − − − − − −
(Pa´lovics et al. 2014, Forsati et al. 2015) − + + + − − − −
(Ma 2013, Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang 2010) − + + + − − − −
(Zhao et al. 2013, Chaney et al. 2015, Ye et al. 2012) + − + + − − − −
(Macedo et al. 2015) + − + − + − + +
Context and Social-based Approach − + + − + + + +
Table 5.1: Comparison of Context and Social-based Approach against related work approaches.
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The comparison of related work approaches is described in Table 5.1.
5.2.3 Research Questions
In this research, we define a new social-based model that estimates the relevance of items
based using social influence between users and their friends. The social influence technique is
based not only on the number of social interactions between the target user and her friends,
but also on the response of the user towards these interactions (or a trust-measure).
We proposed also a probabilistic approach that unifies jointly the proposed context-based
and social-based models in order to improve items recommendation. In particular, we pro-
pose a probabilistic approach that aims to predict the relevance of items based on the user’s
current context and the social influence.
Accordingly, we establish our key research questions in this work :
- How can we measure the social influence based on the interactions between users in order
to estimate items relevance ?
- How can cope with social sparsity and social-cold start problems ?
- How can we jointly exploit the contextual information and the social influence in order to
improve items recommendation ? and How can we unify the context-based and the social-
based models into one model ?
5.3 Jointly Leveraging Context-based and Social Influence
Models
In the previous chapter, we proposed a probabilistic approach that estimates the relevance
of items in respect with the current context of the user. In this Section, we propose a
generative model that captures quantitatively social influence between friends and employs
social influence to mine the personal preference of users. Then we describe how we jointly
incorporate the context-based model previously proposed with the social influence in order
to improve relevance prediction.
We restate the same example described in Section 4.3.
We consider a graph G = (N , L) where N represents nodes (Viewers and Videos) and L
represents links between nodes. We refer to the set of viewers as U and to the set of videos
as V . V (u) represents the set of videos viewed by user u and U(v) represents the set of
users which have viewed video v.
Lmay link viewer u and a video v or viewer u with his friend f . In the first case, L represents
the context in which user u has viewed video v. Let C be the set of all viewing contexts,
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cuv ∈ C is the viewing context of u in which he has viewed video v. A viewing context cuv
is represented by a set of properties cuv{c1uv, .., cmuv} including the time slot, the location,
the week day, the weather and the occasion. The second link type refers to viewer’s social
network.
The social network of a viewer u consists of all other viewers (e.g. friends, family members
or colleagues) whom u watches or interacts with (receive or make a recommendation) while
watching such a video v. We refer to the set of viewers the user u interacts with as F (u).
We represent each interaction between viewer u and his friend f by an edge Iuf labeled by
the nature of interaction (recommend to, watch with, tweet the same show or tag a friend
in a show page) and the identifier of the video they interact on.
The problem of recommending new videos (previously unseen) to a user u can be addressed
by estimating the probability for u to select an item i (i.e. Pr(i|u)). Candidate items with
the highest aforementioned probability are recommended to u. We note that Pr(i|u) can be
computed by estimating the relevance of the item i in respect not only the current context
of the user u, but also the his/her social context.
Therefore, the goal of our probabilistic approach is to estimate the relevance of the target
video v for the target user u given his current context cu{c1u, .., cmu} and his social context.
In this case, we define the social context as the influence of the preferences (or ratings) of
the friends of the viewer on her preferences.
We argue that social influence can provide useful information to predict users’ preferences.
The aim is to model the potential effect of social relationships on user’ ratings. Therefore, we
extend the context-based probability P (ruv = k|c = cu by integrating the social influence.
We aim to predict P (ruv = k|c = cu, SIF (u)v) which is the conditional probability that the
target viewer u’s rating on video v equals the to the value k, given the current context cu
of viewer u and the social influence SIF (u)v. SIF (u)v represents the social influence of F (u)’
ratings.
We assume that the social influence and the viewing context are independent. Then, we
used naive Bayes assumption which simplifies the correlation between the viewing context
and the social influence. Thus, after using Bayes rule, Pr(ruv = k|c = cu, SIF (u)v) can be
written as follows :
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu, SIF (u)v)
∝
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu)× Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v)
Pr(SIF (u)v)
(5.1)
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We assume that Pr(SIF (u)v) is uniform. Then, Pr(ruv = k|c = cu, SIF (u)v) can be estimated
as follows :
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu, SIF (u)v)
∝ Pr(ruv = k|c = cu)× Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v)
(5.2)
As described in Section 4.3, cu consists of the current time slot, location, week day, weather
and occasion. The aim was to estimate the relevance of video v for user u given his current
context cu. Pr(ruv = k|c = cu) estimates the conditional probability that the rating ruv
given by user u on video v equals the to the value k given the u’s current viewing context
cu. This probability represents viewer u preferences given his current context cu.
It can be estimated as the relevance of video v for viewers having approximately the same
viewing context than u.
Pr(ruv = k|c = cu{c1u, . . . , cmu})
∝
m∏
i=1
Pr(ci = ciu|rv = k)× Pr(rv = k)
(5.3)
On the other hand, we argue that the ratings of friends can provide useful information to
predict users’ preferences. The aim is to model the potential effect of social relationships on
user ratings. Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v) is the probability that viewer u gives a rating equals to
k to v given the influence of the F (u)v’s ratings. We consider that social influence SIF (u)v
measures the effect of the preferences of u’s friends on the relevance of video v. We detail
in the next section the estimation of the two probabilities. In the following subsections, we
present the proposed social influence model.
5.3.1 Social Influence based on Friends’ Ratings
We aim to estimate the video relevance by considering the social influence. Hence, we
simulate the process that how viewer u picks video v, considering how his friends F influence
the relevance of v for the viewer u.
Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v) is the conditional probability that u’ s rating on video v equal to
value k given the social influence. We assume that friends may have similar preferences and
similar ratings. Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v) can be estimated by considering friends’ ratings on the
video v against their ratings that are equal to value k on other videos v′ (Equation 5.4).
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Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v)
∝
∑|F (u)∩U(v)|
i=1 |rfiv = k|∑|F (u)∩U(v)|
i=1
∑
v′i
|rfiv′ = k|
(5.4)
Pr(ruv = k|SIF (u)v) is the conditional probability that there is social influence when u’s
rating on v equal to value k. It could be estimated as the mean average of the sum of the
number of u’s friends ratings on video v equal to k against the sum of the number of the
friends’ ratings equal k. That is |F (u) ∩ U(v)| is the number of the friends of user u who
viewed video v, |rfiv = k| is the number of ratings of fi on video v that equal to k, and
|rfi = k| is the number of ratings of fi that equal to k.
5.3.2 User-User Social Trust
We argue that information from social relationships has potential influence in viewers’
preferences. Thus, we assume that social influence depends not only on friends’ ratings but
also on social similarity between users. The user-friend social similarity information may
be established based on social interactions between users and their friends. Therefore, we
argue that social similarity could be integrated in Equation 5.5 using similarity measure
Simuf .
Pr(SIF (u)v|ruv = k) =
∑|F (u)∩U(v)|
i=1 (|rfiv = k| × Simufi)∑|F (u)∩U(v)
i=1 (|rfi = k| × Simufi)
(5.5)
The similarity Simufi between user u and his friend fi could be considered as the exponen-
tial of the distance between their ratings. Simufi is related to similarity and interpersonal
interactions between u and f and the degree of agreement between them. Simufi is mea-
sured using Equation 5.6.
Simufi = e
−dufi (5.6)
The distance dufi between u and f is the difference between their ratings on same videos
they interact with. It is measured as the aggregation of absolute values of the difference
between their ratings on each video they interact on.
dufi =
|Iufi |∑
j=1
|ruv′j − rfiv′j | (5.7)
Iufi is the social interaction between user u and his friend fi (i.e. receive, make recommen-
dation or tag on a TV program page) and v′j is the video they interact on. |Iufi | refers to
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Figure 5.1: An example showing interactions with different natures between user u and her
friends on video v with ratings equal to k. These interactions indirectly influence the relevance
of video v to user u (she viewed v with the same rating after these interactions).
the number of interactions between fi and u and |ruv′j − rfiv′j | is the absolute value of the
difference between ratings of fi and u given an interaction on video v
′
j .
However, |F (u) ∩ U(v)| could be null where no friends’ views for video v. Therefore,
Pr(SIF (u)v|ruv = k) could be equal to 0. In this case, it is required to not assign low
probability (zero probability) to no found friends watching the target video, or strong (pro-
bability = 1) probability where all friends have watched the target video.
Smoothing strong or low probabilities is extremely significant when estimating a model
based on a limited amount of data (e.g. no associated ratings). The term smoothing refers
to adjusting probability in order to produce more accurate estimation and to solve data
sparsity (Zhai & Lafferty 2001, Chen & Goodman 1996). The name smoothing is centered
around the fact that these techniques tend to make distributions more uniform by adjusting
probabilities and improving the accuracy of the model.
There are several works in the literature that focused on the issue of smoothing accuracy,
such as Jelinek-Mercer (Jelinek & Mercer 1980), Dirichlet (Smucker & Allan 2005), and
Laplace (Chandra & Gupta 2011).
A smoothing method may be assign a probability proportional to the ratings occurrence
in the collection to unseen ratings (Smucker & Allan 2005). Dirichlet is a conjugate prior
for Multinomial distribution, it means that the prior has the same functional form as the
likelihood. µ is a parameter used to control smoothing.
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Then, in order to avoid zero frequency problem and to penalize lower similarity measures,
we used Dirichlet smoothing technique Smucker & Allan (2005). It determines also the
amount of smoothing according to friends number and to come more from an implicit prior
favoring important social influence. In our work, Dirichlet smoothing technique advantage
is that we can integrate additional information in order to avoid zero frequency problem.
In this case, we integrate Pr(rv = k) which measures the probability that the video v was
rated with value k. The Equation 5.8 can be reformulated as :
Pr(SIF (u)v|rv = k)
=
∑|F (u)∩U(v)|
i=1 |rfiv = k| × Simufi + µ× Pr(rv = k)∑|F (u)∩U(v)|
i=1 |rfi = k| × Simufi + µ
(5.8)
Where µ is a parameter used to control smoothing probabilities.
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct an effectiveness evaluation using real data collected from Pin-
hole social TV platform. This dataset includes viewer-video accessing history and viewers’
friendship networks. In addition, we collect contextual information for each viewer-video
accessing history captured by the platform system.
In our evaluation, we adopt the time-dependent profile approach (Oh et al. 2012) and the
approaches proposed by Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang (2010) as baseline models. Besides, we
propose to study the effectiveness of each element of the viewing context (i.e. location, time
slot, weekday, weather and occasion) considered in our context-based model. We propose
also to study the social influence (SI) impact on the effectiveness of our model.
The aims of these experiments are :
1. Evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed context-based and social influence approach ;
2. Evaluating the impact of contextual information after integrating social context ;
3. Evaluating the effectiveness of jointly integrating the social influence with context-based
approach ;
3. Evaluating the effectiveness of the social trust in improving the recommendation process ;
5. Evaluating the ability of the proposed approach to solve context cold start and sparsity
problems ;
6. Evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach by drawing up a comparison study
between the proposed approach and some approaches of state-of-the art.
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MAP@5 MAP@10 MAP@15 MAP@20 MAE RMSE
0.622 0.63 0.653 0.68 0.71 0.73
Table 5.2: Results on the effectiveness of the Context and Social-based Approach in terms of
MAP@x (x=5, 10, 15, 20), MAEs and RMSEs
5.4.1 Evaluation Protocol
In order to conduct our experiments, we used a subset of Pinhole 3 data. The used dataset
is described in Section 4.4.1. The dataset includes 3, 440, 218 social interactions and the
average number of friends per user is 124. Throughout social networks and TV programs
pages, viewers can interact (e.g. recommend, tag, comment or share) on TV contents with
their friends.
5.4.2 Effectiveness of the Context and Social-based Approach
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Context and Social-based Approach, we adopt
the same technique, recommendation tasks and evaluation metrics described in the previous
Chapter (See. Section 4.4).
Based on the empirical study of this work, µ= 500 is the best setting for estimating
Pr(SIF (u)v|rv = k).
Table 5.2 represents the obtained evaluation results of the Context and Social-based Ap-
proach in terms of Precison@x (x = 5, 10, 15, 20), MAE and RMSE.
The different values of MAP@x demonstrate that our model accurately predicts the rele-
vance of videos. Obviously, even after integrating social influence model, MAP@x are all
more than 60%, which means that most of the relevant videos are ranked among the top x
ones.
MAE is 0.71 (less than 100%), which means that there are little differences between the
predicted ratings and real ones. The RMSE 0.73 (less than 100%), which means that there
are not large emphasized errors.
5.4.3 Impact of Context Elements After Integrating Social Influence
We use here the statements of the study enunciated in Section 4.4.4 to highlight the impact
of each element of the context but with considering social influence. In other words, we
evaluate the importance of each context element in prediction performance of the whole
approach.
3. www.pinhole.tn
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We implement 5 instances of our model. In each instance, we removed a context element.
Then, we evaluateMAP@10 of each model instance. Table 5.3 indicates that all the context
Removed context element MAP@10 Impact
Location 0.451 39,68
Time Slot 0.480 31,25
Week day 0.584 7,8
Weather 0.573 9,94
Occasion 0.581 8,43
With all context elements 0,641
Table 5.3: Studying the impact of eliminating each context element on the prediction perfor-
mance in terms of MAP@10 after the integration jointly the context and the social influence
elements are essential for the prediction model. The most important ones are location
and time slot. Obviously, if we eliminate the location or the time slot from the model,
MAP decreases by more than 16%. However, MAP decreases at most by 7% for week
day, the weather and the occasion. Therefore, we note that viewers’ preferences are more
context-sensitive to location and time slot. In the case of the RMSE, the result implies
that our recommendation approach, compared to the time-aware models, performs better
personalized recommendation to viewers who are faced with specific contexts.
5.4.4 Social Influence Study
In this section, we study the role of social influence among viewers and their friends in
improving prediction of TV contents relevance.
We compared the effectiveness of our model with and without incorporating similarity
measure. When comparing our model with and without considering social influence, we
note that the performance of using similarity measure among viewers and their friends is
considerably better.
The experimental results in Table 5.3 show that using similarity measure is very effective
at improving traditional recommender techniques. MAP@10 increases from 43,1% to 64%.
The MAE increases from 71,13% to 71,16%, which is only a 3% difference. The increase of
MAE is due to errors that may inescapably occur when considering user-friend similarity
measure.
5.4.5 Resolution of Data Sparsity Problem
The quality of collaborative filtering recommendations is extremely dependent on the spar-
sity of available data which encounters when there are many missing values. Generally, data
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MAP@10 MAE
With similarity measure 0,641 0,716
Without similarity measure 0.431 0,713
Table 5.4: Our approach effectiveness with and without considering social influence in terms
of MAP@10 and MAE
MAE RMSE
10% 0.617 0.62
20% 0.716 0.728
30% 0.713 0.80
40% 0.71 0.81
50% 0.81 0.81
60% 0.81 0.813
70% 0.83 0.82
Table 5.5: Evaluating the performance of the Context and Social-based Approach in terms of
MAEs and RMSEs at different sizes of testing set
sparsity arises due to the fact that users only rate a small portion of items (See. Section 2.4).
In this study, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our model at various levels of social
sparsity. Thus, we randomly divided the viewer/friends pairs of our dataset into ten groups.
Then, we randomly selected n sets as testing set and the rest as training set. We measured
the MAE and the RMSE for each value of n.
Table 5.4 compares the MAE and RMSE of our model when testing sets vary from 10% to
70%.
Table 5.7 compares the obtained MAE and RMSE when testing sets from 10% to 70%.
As it is clearly shown the MAEs and RMSEs increase at a much slower space, and they
are not affected by data sparsity.
5.4.6 Resolution of Cold-start Problem
Cold-start refers to the issue that accurate recommendations are expected for new users
whereas they often rate only a few items that are difficult to reveal their preferences (See.
Section 2.4).
Now we conduct experiments to test the ability of our model to solve viewer cold-start
recommendation problem. In our case, the social cold-start problem occurs when the user
has no connected social network (no friends).
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Figure 5.2: Comparing our approach performance with different baselines in terms of MAP
We simulate the social cold-start for each user in the dataset based on the following experi-
ments settings : 1) We assume that the target user has no friends. So, we did not take into
account the ratings of her friends on the training set. 2) However, we considered the actual
context of the target user. We conducted experiments to test the ability of our model to
solve viewer cold start recommendation problem. The cold start problem occurs when a
new user has no seen videos. We simulate the cold start for each user in the dataset.
We did not take into account the ratings of the friends of the target user in the training
set. However, we considered the actual contextual information of the user.
The obtainedMAE and RMSE for this test are respectively 0,724 and 0,738. The obtained
results show the significant improvement of our model in resolving cold-start problem.
5.4.7 Comparison Results
We compare the Context and Social-based Approach with with time-dependent profile
approach (Oh et al. 2012) and the approaches proposed by Liu, Cao, Zhao & Yang (2010)
which integrates separately the temporal context and the social network in recommendation
process. These approaches are described in details in Section 3.5.
In order to highlight the importance of integrating jointly the viewing context and the social
influence, we evaluated separately the Social influence-based model and the Context-based
model of our approach.
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 report MAP,MAE and RMSE of all comparison models discussed
above.
As shown in Figure 5.2, the Context and Social-based Approach significantly outperforms
all compared approaches in terms of MAP of top 5 to top 20. It outperforms social network-
based model by 20% which demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating user-friend si-
milarity measure based on social interactions to improve recommendation performance.
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Figure 5.3: Comparing our approach performance with baseline models in terms of MAE and
RMSE
TCF TDP SNMF Context and Social-based Approach
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
10% 0,792 0.76 0.85 0.84 0,75 0,70 0.61 0.62
20% 0.802 0.80 0.89 0.842 0,88 0,82 0.716 0.728
30% 0.921 0.83 0.93 0.86 0,89 0,87 0.713 0.80
40% 0.93 0.84 0.96 0.87 0,91 0,87 0.71 0.81
50% 0.97 0.921 0.97 0.871 0,96 0,918 0.81 0.81
60% 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.95 1,108 0,93 0.81 0.813
70% 0.98 0.982 0.98 0.98 1,107 1,06 0.83 0.82
Table 5.6: Comparing our approach effectiveness with different baselines in terms of MAEs
and RMSEs at different sizes of testing set
Additionally, the context-aware model outperforms time-aware models by more which high-
lights the importance of integrating several contextual information other than temporal
features.
Figure 5.3 presents results on accuracy of rating prediction in terms of RMSE and MAE.
We note that our model outperforms Social influence-based model by more than 10% which
demonstrates that exploiting jointly contextual and social information is better than consi-
dering them separately.
From Figure 5.3, we note that our model improves also the prediction accuracy of all
baseline models in terms of MAE and RMSE. Our model improves the prediction accuracy
of TCF model by more than 40% and outperforms the TDP model by 26%.
We find that using social influence indeed improves recommendation performance compa-
ring to time-aware models.
In this study, we aim to test the ability of the other approaches to solve social and context
sparsity comparing to our approach.
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MAE RMSE
Time-aware Collaborative Filtering (TCF) 0,803 0,81
Time-Dependent Profile (TDP) 0,89 0,842
Social Network-aware Matrix Factorization (SNMF) 0,97 0,96
Context and Social-based Approach 0,724 0,738
Table 5.7: Comparing our approach effectiveness in resolving social-cold start problem with
different baselines in terms of MAEs and RMSEs
Table 5.6 compares the MAE and RMSE of our model when testing sets vary from 10%
to 70%. As it can be expected the general behavior of these approaches is the same. The
effectiveness of the other approaches are correlated with the size of the training data.
However, the results show clearly that the MAE s of our model are consistently lower than
those of the baseline models. In addition, we observe that matrix factorization techniques
are highly affected by data sparsity. For instance, the MAE s of TCF model increases by
18,8% from 0.79 when the testing set increases from 10% to 70%, whereas the MAE s and
RMSE s of our model increases at a much slower space.
As showed in Table 5.7, the resulting MAE is 72,4% and RMSE is 73%. The results show
significant improvement compared with the TCF and TDP model in terms of MAE and
RMSE. This is due to the fact that CF techniques can not make recommendation to new
viewers because they can not find similar viewers. Additionally, our model outperforms
SNMF model in terms of MAE and RMSE by more than 20%. This is due to the fact that
matrix factorization techniques can not integrate features other than ratings’ similarity to
solve cold start problem.
5.5 Conclusion
In the previous chapter, we proposed a context-based approach which estimates the items
relevance in respect with the current context of the user. A proposed probabilistic model
integrates several context elements in order to improve prediction and to recommend more
personalized items. The proposed probabilistic approach enables integrating any additional
information in a generic way and independently of their structures. The Context and Social-
based Approach succeeded also to cope with context-cold start and data sparsity problems.
In this chapter, we proposed a social-based approach that predicts the ratings of the target
user based on the social influence of the ratings of her friends on the relevance of the target
item. The social influence is estimated based on the social interactions between the target
user and her friends. However, this estimation is not based only on the number of the
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interactions between them but also on a trust measure. The trust measure is based on the
response of the target user towards these interactions.
We proposed also an approach that unifies the introduced context-based and the social-
based models into one model. This approach aims to estimate the items relevance based
simultaneously on the current context of the target user and the social influence around
her.
In addition, we have collected data on real viewing histories and social interactions crawled
from an existing Social TV platform. We conduct several experiments in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the Context and Social-based Approach in terms of MAP , MAE and
RMSE. We tested also the ability of our approach to solve data sparsity and cold-start
problems.
We compare our approach to time-aware approaches and a social-based approach. In our
experimental studies, the Context and Social-based Approach achieves the best results
comparing to different baselines. As social influence is a hidden and not directly obser-
vable factor, its incorporation in a predictive model is considered more challenging than
incorporating items’ contents. In the sparsity and cold start tests, our approach returns
consistently accurate predictions at different values of testing tests thanks to the used
smoothing techniques.
The encouraging results open several future directions such as enriching TV shows’ profiles
based on keywords related to viewers interactions and using other evaluation metrics such
as the serendipity and the diversity in order to better evaluate recommendation accuracy.
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6.1 Introduction
Our research work falls within MobiDoc program 1, which is hosted by PASRI 2 (Project
Supporting Research and Innovation Systems) and funded by the European Union.
This program has allowed us to integrate the new professional environment, and to carry
out our experiments in the Tunisian company Pinhole.
As explained in the next chapters, we we conduct an effectiveness evaluation using real
data collected from Pinhole 3 social TV platform. This dataset includes viewer-video access
history and viewers’ friendship networks. It enables the users to watch VOD (Video On
Demand) content and to interact with their friends on shows and TV programs.
We expanded an existing social TV system based on the proposed approach in order to
perform the personalized content recommendation in a context-aware environment.
In Section 6.2, we present the system architecture of the platform Pinhole. In Section 6.3,
we demonstrate how we contribute in database conception, and the transformation of data
to graph-based data. In Section 6.4, we present and describe some user interfaces on Pinhole
Platform.
6.2 System Architecture
As highlighted in Figure 6.6, the main concern of Pinhole is to provide popular TV content
to the viewers, by collaborating with boxes of Tunisian, Arab, Turkish and international
production in order to integrate their movie, show or series in Pinhole.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the enhanced client-server architecture, in which the context-based
approach was used to develop the recommendation module.
The work flow of context-aware recommendation is that the server side of the system uses
the recommendation module to produce a candidate list from the currently available videos.
Then the system exploits the context module to re-rank the candidate videos, as shown in
Figure 6.1. The context module consists of the actual context elements of the actual viewer.
The re-ranking is achieved based a context-aware model. As described in Section 4.3, we
consider contextual information (time, location, occasion, weekday) collected on the client
side. This recommendation list is send to the user for his reference regarding relevant video
selection.
1. http ://www.pasri.tn/mobidoc-doctorant
2. http ://www.pasri.tn/pr%C3%A9sentation
3. www.pinhole.tn
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Figure 6.1: The architecture of the proposed context-based TV recommender system (TVSoc)
To identify the context, system embedded in the most popular client devices (e.g. Windows
NT, Mac OS, Linux and Solaris for non-mobile devices and iPhone Mac OS, and Linux for
mobile devices) in order to recognize the type of the user device accordingly.
The GPS or GSM cellular system can be used with an electronic map to provide detailed
location context. To identify the location, the system integrates the positioning-system-
based location and time information into our system in our current implementation.
The weekday and the occasion are captured from the viewer schedule (e.g. anniversary,
workout, party, and meeting). The weather is captured according to the detected location
and the time slot.
Consequently, the system collects contextual information for each viewer-video access his-
tory captured by the platform system. The platform system captures and records the last
contextual information that the viewer faced while watching such a video.
Once contextual and social information are collected and modeled, the system appeal the
prediction model to make recommendation.
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Figure 6.2: An example of an entity in relational databases of Pinhole TV platform
6.3 Graph-based Data Model Transformation
The data are represented in relational data base. For example, the shows watched by each
viewer are saved in the table pinuserextrawatch as described in Figure6.2 and Figure 6.3 .
In relational databases, references to other rows and tables are indicated by referring to
their primary-key attributes via foreign-key columns. For example, to identify the category
of each TV program watched by user 122, we have to use the foreign key to access to
the other table. This is achievable with constraints, but only when the reference is never
optional. Joins are computed at query time by matching primary- and foreign-keys of the
many rows of the to-be-joined tables.
Unfortunately, the use of relational database will make the operations more compute- and
memory-intensive and have an exponential cost. In addition, relational databases do not
intrinsically contain the idea of fixed relationships between records. However, related data
is linked to each other by storing one record’s unique key in another record’s data.
In order to simplify the representation and the exploitation of data, we transformed data
form relation to graph-based data base.
Figure 6.4 represents an sample of a graph-based data set.
We used Neo4j 4 which is an open-source NoSQLgraph database implemented in Java and
Scala. Neo4j implements the Property Graph Model efficiently down to the storage level.
The advantages of graph-based database are :
4. www.Neo4J.com
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Figure 6.3: Some interactions made by users on Pinhole TV platform presented in the rela-
tional Database
- Performance
Graph databases improve performance by several orders of magnitude for intensive data re-
lationship handling. In relational databases, relationship queries will come to a grinding halt
as the number and depth of relationships increase. However, graph database performance
stays constant even as your data grows over the time.
- Flexibility
In graph databases, data architect teams move at the speed of business because the structure
of a graph model flexes as applications change. Rather than exhaustively modeling a domain
ahead of time, data teams can add to the existing graph structure without endangering
current functionality. This allows us to easily integrate additional context elements.
- Agility
Developing with graph databases aligns perfectly with agility, test-driven development prac-
tices. This allows our graph database to evolve in step with any changing applications re-
quirements. Modern graph databases are equipped for frictionless development and graceful
systems maintenance.
The property graph contains connected entities (the nodes) which can hold any number
of attributes. In addition to contextualizing node and relationship properties, labels may
serve to attach metadata (index or constraint information) to certain nodes.
The steps adopted for the transformation of our dataset are :
- Each entity table is represented by a set of nodes.
- Each row in an entity table is a node. In our case, each viewer and each video is represented
by a node.
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Figure 6.4: A captured sample of a sub graph-based data on Pinhole data base
- Columns on those tables become node properties. The columns of the context associated
to each viewing history are transformed as the properties of the arc that links the viewer
and the video. Each edge that links nodes u and v represents viewing context within which
the user u watched the show v. Each viewing context represents a set of properties.
We considered the following context elements : the location, the time slot, the weekday, the
weather and the occasion. These properties are captured by the context detector of Pinhole
system.
- Remove technical primary keys, keep business primary keys ;
- Replace foreign keys with relationships to the other table, remove them afterwards ;
- Remove data with default values, no need to store those ;
- Data in tables that is denormalized and duplicated might have to be pulled out into
separate nodes to get a cleaner model ;
- Indexed column names, might indicate an array property (like category1, category2, etc) ;
- Join tables are transformed into relationships, columns on those tables become relationship
properties ;
The edges created between user u and his friend f represent interactions between them on
such a video. Each edge that links nodes u and v represents viewing context within which
the user u watched the show v.
Each viewing context represents the location, the time slot, the weekday, the weather and
the occasion. These properties are captured by social TV system. However, viewer do
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Figure 6.5: A subgraph representing relations (or interactions) between users
not rate explicitly TV programs. We estimate his rating ruv according to the time spent
watching a TV show.
6.4 User Interfaces on Pinhole Platform
Figure 6.6 represents an example of an recommendation interface on Pinhole platform.
As shown in Figure 6.7, users can watch their favorite TV programs, recommend them
to their friends, and interact (e.g. comment) with on social networks (i.e. Facebook and
Twitter). The used dataset is described in Section 4.4.1.
Figure 6.8 represents an interface showing how a user can receive notifications offering her
a view over the behavior (or actions) of her friends on the platform.
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Figure 6.6: An example of a recommendation interface on Pinhole social TV platform
Figure 6.7: An interface showing social interactions (e.g. comment and recommend) on TV
contents
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Figure 6.8: A user interface showing notifications from Pinhole on friends behavior
6.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we present the different tasks made in Pinhole Company in order to prepare
development environment to realize the experiments. These tasks are considered essential
for experiments realization under favorable conditions. The data base transformation and
the architecture definition were primordial to improve time execution and organizing the
project stages.

Chapitre 7
Conclusions
This dissertation has made a number of contributions towards the goal of improving items
recommendation and predicting users’ preferences based on current context of the user
and the social influence around her. We define the current user’s context as the set of
circumstances related to the actual environment of the user on which his/her preferences
undoubtedly depend. On the other hand, we refer to social influence to the measure of the
effect of the preferences of the target user’s friends on the relevance of an item towards this
user.
Key contributions proposed for current contextual information and social influence inte-
gration are : the use of a probabilistic context-based model that integrates several current
context elements of the user in order to improve items recommendation and adapting pre-
diction to user’s environment changes, the proposition of a social-based model to estimate
social influence on items relevance, the use of a social trust measure between users and their
friends based on their interactions, the proposition of a new approach that jointly integrates
the context-based and the social-based models, and the consideration of cold start and the
social sparsity problems based on smoothing techniques.
The proposed context-based approach is able to capture and model the current context of
the target user. In respect with this captured contexts, a proposed probabilistic model car-
ried out to estimate the relevance of items. It integrates also several context elements such
as the weather, the occasion and the weekday for providing more personalized recommen-
dations. The flexibility of our model enables the integration of any additional contextual
information in a generic way and independently of their complex and different structures.
The conducted experiments on data collected from Pinhole social TV platform enable us
to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on real data and ensures relevant data access
enriched with sufficient information to implement our context-based model. The evaluation
of our context-based approach provided encouraging results comparing to time-aware me-
thods in terms of Precision, MAE and RMSE.
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Furthermore, our conducted study on the impact of each context element on the prediction
accuracy proved that all the context elements are essential and complementary for the pre-
diction model, and demonstrate the effectiveness of integrating a wide variety of contextual
information for improving personalized recommendation.
This dissertation has also explored the use of social filtering techniques to improve items
recommendation. The proposed social-based model allows us to model the potential effect
of social relationships on user’ preferences. The proposed probabilistic social-based model
captures quantitatively social interactions between the target user and his/her friends,
employs the response of the user for these social interactions, and estimates the social
influence on the relevance of the items.
The use of the user-friend similarity measure between the user and his/her friends provided
an straightforward and a smooth way to estimate the degree of agreement between them
for each interaction.
The study the role of social influence among viewers and their friends in improving predic-
tion proved that using social influence improves recommendation performance comparing
to time-aware models. When comparing our model with and without considering social in-
fluence, we note that the performance of using similarity measure among viewers and their
friends is considerably better.
Jointly integrating the current context and social influence is able to unify the proposed
context-based model and the social-based model into one predictive model. The model suc-
ceeded to jointly integrate several contextual information and the social influence in order
to improve personalized recommendation.
Obviously, the conducted experiments showed that jointly integrating contextual informa-
tion and social influence is effective at improving recommendation comparing to approaches
that treat these two aspects separately.
The proposed approach can avoid the weaknesses of conventional social filtering and colla-
borative filtering techniques while taking advantage of their strengths. Obviously, testing
the ability of our model to solve data sparsity and user cold start recommendation problems
demonstrated the effectiveness of using smoothing techniques into the proposed predictive
models. The purpose of smoothing techniques is to avoid strong probabilities which are
very prominent where missing data occur (e.g., no existing same contexts and no friends
have watched the target movie) in the recommendation process. In the sparsity and cold
start tests, our model returns consistently accurate predictions at different values of data
sparsity.
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Overall, these contributions are major advancements in the research of Information Retrie-
val and Recommender Systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dissertation
focusing on jointly exploiting the current contextual information and the social influence
between users for improving personalized recommendation. The hope is that, such contri-
butions provide the basis of the development of efficient recommender system predicting
and ranking items for the benefit of end users in respect with their contexts and social
interactions.
Future Work
There are many directions to proceed in the work presented in this dissertation.
In terms of the context-based model, it can be enriched by integrating other contextual
information into the prediction model, such as the user mood. For instance, when users
experience a negative emotional state, they tend to watch competition programs to expe-
rience excitement and happiness from the program. However, when users are in a positive
mood, they tend to choose action programs. It can be estimated also based on real-time
user’s behavior (i.e., a set of actions or activities like real-time recommendations, tags or
comments). This correlation might be an efficient predictor for items recommendation.
Moreover, more databases aside from TV programs accessing history could be collected for
building more robust models, integrate more different and accurate contextual information
and evaluate our model in various domains’ collections. For instance, we can test our model
into an event or music recommendation systems where recommendation depend on several
users’ contexts elements (e.g., Do you listen to music in the same way during exams period
or holidays ?).
One possible improvement is to estimate social influence not only between immediate friends
but also between non-immediate ones. Because there are a large number of items in some
recommender systems, immediate friends of the target user may not have re-viewed the
target item.
Therefore, the influences from those friends cannot be used. In order to solve this pro-
blem, incorporating the influences from distant friends via extending the social influence
among immediate friends. A classification technique could be used in order to identify
non-immediate friends whose preferences could influence those of the target user.
It is also possible to employ sentiment analysis techniques in order to estimate the accep-
tance or the agreement of the user for such a recommendation received by a friend. In this
context, the social influence is not estimated based only on the number of interactions bet-
ween the target user and his/her friends, but also on the degree of the acceptance of the user
for these interactions (e.g., the target user comment “I like it “ on a movie recommended
by his/her friend).
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In terms of performance evaluation, we argue for using other evaluation metrics that de-
pending on the goal of the recommender system itself. For instance, we aim to evaluate
the effectiveness of our approach in terms of serendipity (i.e, the experience of discovering
an unexpected and fortuitous item) for recommender systems in which items are consi-
dered as relevant where it is novel and interesting for users, and in terms of diversity for
recommender systems where a more diverse recommendation list can lead to higher user
satisfaction.
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